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Introduction
On Friday 18th June 2010 Buckinghamshire County Council with the
District Councils jointly hosted the High Speed 2 Stakeholder Summit:
The Business Case. The following report provides an opportunity for
those not at the Summit to read the presentations provided and for
those at the Summit to be reminded of the work that was covered.
The report provides a summary of the finding of the feedback forms
that delegates filled in at the end of the Summit. The analysis shows
that the Summit was extremely successful and many delegates found
the presentations and discussions useful and informative.
An agenda for the day is included as well as the statements from the MPs that were not
able to attend. In addition a statement from the Department for Transport is provided as
they unfortunately could not come and speak at the Summit.
Where available the presentations of the speakers are included. These illustrate the broad
and varied nature of the session and how the HS2 proposals have been examined. It was
extremely beneficial that two Buckinghamshire MPs were able to attend the Summit and it
was reassuring to hear their commitment to oppose the HS2 proposals. Christian Wolmar
gave an extremely informative and interesting historical view of the High Speed 2
proposals. This helped to provide the summit with an excellent introduction to the detailed
and invaluable work presented by HS2 Action Alliance on their paper ‘A case for
alternatives to High Speed 2’. This report includes not only their presentation but also the
paper itself. My thanks goes to Chris Williams, Chief Executive of Buckinghamshire
County Council, who outlined the information that had been informally received from HS2
Ltd as well as summarising the work that the Local Authorities have been doing. Finally, it
was interesting to hear what work the different groups have undertaken in regards to the
Business Case. I am very appreciative of the reports given by these groups.
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This report also includes the information gathered prior to the event from attending
organisations. Although only some of the organisations fully completed the ‘information
gathering sheets’ they still provide a useful snapshot of some of the work that is ongoing
throughout Buckinghamshire on the HS2 Business Case.
Also included is the letter from the Secretary of State for Transport to the Chairman of HS2
Ltd, published on the 24th June that detail the changes to the remit of HS2 Ltd. This shows
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us that not only is there a changed timetable as the public consultation is now due to start
‘in the New Year’ but also that the Government is committed to continuing development
work on HS2. As such it is imperative that we carry on working together to oppose this
scheme.
I hope that you find this report a useful follow up document to our first HS2 Stakeholder
Summit.
Valerie Letheren
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Statements from the MPs not able to attend the HS2 Stakeholder
Summit
Statement from Rt Hon Cheryl Gillan MP
I am sorry that I am unable to attend the summit, but unfortunately I have Ministerial engagements
I cannot avoid.
I continue to receive a huge number of representations from constituents on this matter, all of
which I am bringing to the attention of my colleagues in the Department for Transport. I have
already passed on to the Department a petition on behalf of Bucks Free Press readers, containing
over 700 signatures of constituents and others, expressing their concern at the previous
Government’s preferred route.
I believe my colleagues in the Department for Transport have already shown their clear intention to
listen to the concerns of those potentially affected by HS2, having extended the consultation on the
Exceptional Hardship Scheme by four weeks, which came to a close yesterday.
I have already discussed with the Secretary of State for Transport a proposed visit to the proposed
line of the route and have suggested I accompany him through the section crossing the Chesham
and Amersham constituency.
This route is of great concern to me and so many of my constituents, and I am pleased to say that
the Government continues to examine alternatives to that route, bequeathed to us by Labour, and I
shall continue to make my views known to Cabinet colleagues in the strongest terms. In order to
keep constituents informed on this issue, I will post any developments on my website at
www.cherylgillan.co.uk

Statement from Rt Hon David Lidington MP
I am sorry that I am unable to be there but as Minister for Europe I am involved in the programme
for President Sarkozy’s visit to Britain.
I have already written to the Secretary of State about the opposition expressed to the proposed
route by very large numbers of my constituents and I have spoken to his Minister of State for rail,
Mrs Theresa Villiers MP. I shall be meeting Mrs Villiers soon to ensure that she is fully aware of the
strength of feeling in my constituency and the arguments made by my constituents.
The new government has asked Lord Mawhinney to continue his work on a possible direct route to
Heathrow. Ministers also agreed to extend the period of public consultation on the Exceptional
Hardship Scheme (EHS) to 17 June, to allow more people (especially in the area affected by the
alternate route 2.5) to make representations. Since both the Department of Transport and local
councils were not allowed to publicise the EHS during the general election campaign, I think that
this was a sensible decision.
Both Cheryl Gillan and I are due to meet the Chilterns Conservation Board in the near future for a
further discussion of HS2.
Yours sincerely,
David Lidington
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Statement from the Department for Transport
The Coalition document, ‘Our Programme for Government’, makes a clear
commitment to establish a national high speed rail network to help fulfil the
Government’s ambitions for economic growth and a low carbon economy. The
vision is for a truly national high speed rail network which will include links to
Heathrow and potentially other airports to provide an alternative to short-haul
aviation. We will also actively study the options for a link between the new
high speed line and the existing High Speed One line - which links London to
the Channel Tunnel.
Ministers are now urgently considering the options for linking HS2 to
Heathrow, and the Secretary of State has written to Lord Mawhinney - who
has been commissioned to consider how Heathrow might be linked to a high
speed rail network - to adjust his remit in the light of the new Government’s
aviation policy. Following completion of this work, the Secretary of State will
consider its impacts on the recommended route published in March and set
out his proposed way forward.
The Government is mindful of the impacts of building any high speed line on
landscape, people and property. Reducing and mitigating the impact of highspeed rail on the local environment and communities will be a high priority for
the Government in advancing the project, and will inform Ministers decisions
on the route. No final decision regarding any high speed rail line will be taken
until public consultation has taken place.
The Government has recently consulted on an Exceptional Hardship Scheme
for homeowners affected by the published route proposal who have an urgent
need to relocate. This consultation closed on 17 June and several thousand
responses have been received which we are currently analysing and
reviewing. Once this process is complete, Ministers will be in a position to
announce the results of the consultation. It would be inappropriate to prejudge
that process, but on the basis that Ministers were to decide to introduce a
scheme, the Government’s aim would be for it to come into operation as soon
as possible in the summer.
In addition to help available under any Exceptional Hardship Scheme that the
Government may introduce, once a route is chosen and safeguarded by the
Government, eligible property owners will have access to statutory blight
compensation.
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Summary
Demand
In support of the case for HS2 substantial increases in demand are forecast for rail, cars and
air. The increase for long distance travel on the southern end of West Coast Main Line
(WCML) is forecast to be 267% by 2033. Half this increase is expected to occur irrespective
of HS2, and half as a result of its introduction. Neither the ‘background trend’ increase nor the
response to the introduction of HS2 sits happily with the evidence of the recent past.
Total demand for transport is saturated – it has not been increasing since 1995 within the UK,
and specifically has not being going up with Gross Domestic Product (as the demand models
expect), which means that rail’s growth has been modal shift. Modal shift cannot continue
indefinitely. The recent service improvements by Virgin Trains increased demand but much
less so than that predicted for HS2.
Benefits
Important benefits claimed for HS2 are an illusion, as these benefits were first claimed before
HS2 Ltd produced their report, and are not supported by that report. Specifically HS2 is not
‘green’ and high speed rail travel is expected to create negligible ‘wider economic benefits’
(eg economic regeneration).
The principle benefit of HS2 (on HS2 Ltd’s evaluation) is the value of the time saving to HS2
users. But the benefit is substantially over estimated as it presumes that time spent on trains
is all currently wasted. The overestimation, will, with the passage of time, prove ever more
extreme.
Alternative methods of gaining capacity
A key justification for building a new railway is the need for additional capacity, which if sought
on existing lines is believed can only be achieved with serious disruption and excessive cost.
In fact, in the case of WCML and the Chiltern Trains services to Birmingham, additional
capacity can be obtained primarily through acquiring new rolling stock. If there is sufficient
demand such additional capacity is actually commercially attractive and would not require
public subsidy.
HS2 Ltd’s own analysis of alternatives suggests more cost-effective ways of achieving extra
capacity than they forecast for HS2 – all could be achieved incrementally as demand dictates.
Uncertainty
Doubts about HS2’s demand forecasts and the robustness of the benefits claimed mean that
there is considerable uncertainty about the economic viability of HS2.
The appropriate way to deal with such uncertainty, as DfT themselves previously commended
in their 2007 White Paper, is to avoid adopting inflexible policies in advance of clear evidence
of need, and take an incremental approach. HS2 is not compatible with such an approach.
Speed
Speed is not ‘green’ and leads to disproportionately higher energy consumption and noise,
and requires the taking of additional land, destroying some of the remaining areas of
tranquillity and natural beauty.
High Speed Rail (HSR) does not require the ultra-high speeds of HS2, so HSR might be
achievable without the disadvantages and costs of building a new railway.
In practice it is possible to increase the speed of the existing route, allowing the existing
Pendolino fleet to realise its design speed of 140mph (instead of the current maximum speed
allowed of 125mph). London to Manchester might be achievable in under 2 hours.

Bruce Weston
HS2 Action Alliance

Hilary Wharf
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1. Will the demand needed for HS2 happen?
HS2 will only deliver the benefits that HS2 Ltd forecast for it if the demand that they project
actually arises.
Demand forecast for HS2
HS2 Ltd forecast substantial increases in the demand for travel over the next 23 years. They
estimate:
•

1

A 267% increase in demand for long distance travel on the West Coast Main Line
(WCML) and HS2 route, by 2033. This is made up of
2

o

a ‘background trend’ increase of 133% by 2033 – or 3.4% per annum, plus

o

an uplift of an extra 84% of entirely new trips plus extra modal shift of 25%
from air and 25% from cars, generated by HS2
3

•

An increase of 44% in long distance car trips by 2033

•

A 178% increase in domestic air passengers by 2033

4

The graph below puts the HS2 Ltd forecast for WCML/HS2 demand in the context of the
Channel Tunnel rail link (CTRL) and population growth forecasts (the latter increasing by 16%
to 2033).
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The table below shows the elements of the 2033 forecast.

1

The 267% increase in passengers by 2033: a 133% increase from 2008 (45k) to 2033 without HS2
(105k); plus extra 84% from HS2 itself (38k); extra 25% each from air and from car (22k together).
Demand figures are from Command Paper page 91 and 92.
2
HS2 Ltd cite 3.3%, but this does not quite match the demand figures given in the Command Paper
page 91.
3
HS2 Baseline Forecast Report 1.28 page 7
4
HS2 Baseline Forecasting Report 1.31 page 7
HS2 Action Alliance
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Passenger demand in 2033: WCML plus HS2 (source HS2 Ltd)
passenger
journey/day (k)

percentage
increase

2008 base

45

‘Background trend’ increase

60

133%

HS2 uplift :

new journeys

38

84%

modal transfer from air

11

25%

modal transfer from car

11

25%

165

267%

2033 total
of which:

transfer to HS2

85

HS2 uplift

60

total HS2

145

remain on WCML

71% of transfer

20

Passenger journeys from Command Paper pages 91/92

These transport demand forecasts are the result of sophisticated models that have been
developed over many years by several respected consultancies for DfT. So should we be
confident that they are right?
There are reasons to be cautious. While the modelling is undoubtedly sophisticated, their
performance in practice is questionable.
5

Bluespace Thinking , observe that demand forecasts for Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL,
also referred to as HS1) were persistently too high, as shown in the graph below. The graph
shows that actual demand was little over a third of the levels forecast, and worse than both
the lowest case scenarios produced in 1998 and 2001. A Select Committee (for whom the
graph was prepared) criticised DfT for persistent over-estimation of demand for CTRL.
CTRL passenger numbers

Source: C&AG's Reports (HC 302 of Session 2000/1, Fig. 6; HC 77 of Session 2005/6, Fig. 8)

5

Bluespace Thinking Ltd. ‘A Review of High Speed Rail - HS2 proposals’, April 2010
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Recently (on 4 June 2010) the government announced that the plans for additional rolling
stock procurement under the HLOS programme are being scaled back, because the forecast
demand has not happened due to the economic downturn – as described in the National
6
Audit Office report .
Demand for total domestic travel is saturated
To assess projects with as long a timescale as HS2, forecasting is unavoidable. Forecasts
are normally based on observing trends and relationships in the past and projecting them into
the future. So if we look back at domestic travel in the longer term, what does it tell us about
the HS2 Ltd forecasts?
The projected growth in total transportation demand by HS2 Ltd does not reflect the recent
past. The problem is that demand for transport per person no longer seems to be increasing.
The National Travel Survey collects information on domestic travel and publishes it. As shown
7
by work done Dr David Metz , there seems to be no increase in the number of trips made or
total distance journeyed since 1995. This was also noted by Bluespace Thinking (op cit).
The following graph is taken from Dr Metz’s paper, but the red line has been added, which
8
shows Gross Domestic Product (GDP) indexed to 1970. It shows a clear relationship
between distance travelled per person and GDP until 1995. After this GDP continued to
increase, but travel per person plateaued.
Since 1995/97 there has been a 38% increase in GDP but no increase in distance travelled
per person. This may explain the overestimation of the ‘background trend’ growth in demand
by HS2 Ltd, as the models used by DfT to forecast demand presume that there is still a
relationship between GDP and demand for transport.
Travelling time, journey numbers and distances per person (compared with GDP)

GDP

300

200

100

Source: Dr Metz based on NTS 2008 Table 2.1 with GDP trend added

6

National Audit Office, ‘Increasing Passenger Rail Capacity’, 4 June 2010
Dr David Metz, (Saturation of Demand for Daily Travel’, 11 May 2010, Centre For Transport Studies,
University College London
8
Office for National Statistics (ONS), series ABMI
7

HS2 Action Alliance
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Bluespace Thinking report (op cit) a similar pattern with long distance journeys (over 100
miles) for all forms of travel.
Quite possibly the spread of electronic communications has had a role in breaking the
relationship between GDP and the demand for transport. The UK now uses the internet more
9
than any other country, with the average person on line 34 hours/month . Foreign travel will
have replaced domestic holiday trips for some, and road congestion will have deterred others
Domestic air traffic has been increasing. But what matters for HS2 is domestic air traffic to/
from London, as HS2’s green credentials are popularly considered to rest on replacing air.
Domestic air traffic to and from London airports is not growing (source CAA)
18
16

million passenger journeys

14
12
10

All London airports
Heathrow

8
6
4
2
0
2000
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2002

2003

2004

2005
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2007

2008

As the graph shows, CAA figures demonstrate that air travel to and from London is similarly
stagnant: domestic air travel to and from London has stopped increasing.
The evidence is that demand for total domestic travel is saturated. If demand only increases
10
in line with population (0.6%/a) , demand for transport will only increase by 16.7% from 2008
to 2033.
Modal shift
It is well known that demand for rail has been increasing. So how has this been achieved in a
saturated market?
Since 1995, National Travel Survey figures show that rail usage has gone up (by 3.7%/a) and
coach and car have declined (by an average of 2.6%/a for private and long distance coach,
and by 0.3%/a for car). While there has been sustained growth in rail travel, it seems it must
be growth in rail’s share of a saturated market.

9

Francesco Caio, ‘The Next Phase of Broadband UK’, Sept 2008
ONS, ‘National Population Projections October, 2008 –base’, 21 October 2009

10
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Travel trends 1995 to 2008 (National Travel Survey 2008, Table 3.2)

1995/97
243
5,786
134

2008
235
5,560
110

change
-8
-226
-24

annual
avge rate
of
change
-0.3%
-0.3%
-1.6%

328
94
321
75

387
56
495
80

59
-38
174
5

1.4%
-4.2%
3.7%
0.5%

6981

6923

-58

-0.1%

miles per person

walk/cycle
car/van/motorcycle
private coach
local
bus/underground
long distance coach
surface rail
air/ferry/light rail
all modes

The key question is why should we believe that long distance rail usage will keep on growing
faster than increases in GDP, as the HS2 Ltd demand models predict?
We believe that there are substantial problems with the modelling of demand done for HS2
Ltd, and recognise that this is an area that merits detailed consideration.
Unprecedented increase in demand from HS2 itself
Besides the 3.4% ‘background trend’ growth in long distance rail demand, HS2 Ltd predict a
large uplift in passenger numbers, 60k/day (ie a 71% increase over the 85k/day that transfer
from conventional rail). This is expected to happen in response to the improvement in
services that HS2 makes and is on top of the forecast growth trend of 3.4%.
The recent upgrade of WCML could be considered to be a model for the expected changes,
and might give an indication of how reasonable the expected uplift is. The substantial
improvements to Virgin Rail’s (who operate the long distance trains on WCML) services have
delivered increases in demand, but, as described below, are less than HS2 Ltd predicts for
HS2. This is despite the reality that if rail growth is essentially modal shift, it cannot continue
indefinitely.
On the WCML there have been major improvements to the services from May 2004 to the
December 2008 timetable: shorter journey times and more frequent services. Taking the
standard off peak hours from London, there have been large reductions in ‘generalised
journey times’ (GJT):
•

Birmingham journey time cut from 99.5 mins to 84 mins, with a service interval
decreased from half hourly to 20 minutes – a 20 minute reduction in GJT

•

Manchester journey time cut from 164 mins to 128 mins and GJT reduced by 56 mins

•

Glasgow journey time reduced from 334 mins to 275 mins (ie 58 mins), and services
increasing from 9 trains a day to 13.

GJT is time on the train plus half the interval between services – ie journey plus waiting time.
Virgin West Coast achieved substantial improvements in punctuality. They had only 74.8% of
11
trains arriving within 10 minutes of the scheduled arrival time in 2003/4 but 82.8% for 2009 .
These reductions in GJT and improvements in punctuality have created considerable modal
12
shift. There was a 70% increase in passenger journeys over 5.75 years . To put figure in the
11

National Rail Trends
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same coin as the HS2 forecast (ie without the ‘background trend’ increase in demand), the
uplift reduces to 41% above trend. This compares with the 71% above trend forecasted by
HS2 Ltd.
But inter-modal switching cannot continue indefinitely:
•

It is already dominant for journeys such as Manchester city centre to London. Virgin
13
Trains say that they already have 80% of the market, and air only 20% .

•

If you need a car when you arrive, or you start from or are going to a final destination
remote from the station, taking the car on holiday, or travelling with the whole family,
rail travel is often not really an option.

If we accept that further growth in rail is primarily at the expense of other modes of transport,
we might have expected such expansion to reach its limit before HS2 has been built.
Notwithstanding, HS2 Ltd include further shift from road and air when HS2 starts to run –
14
equivalent to 26% (22k/day) of the journeys they expect to transfer to HS2 from
15
conventional rail, and an additional 44% (38k/day) that otherwise would not have occurred
at all.
While the recent improvements to WCML services have been very substantial, the response
in terms of the increase in journey numbers is smaller in percentage terms (41%) than the
71% uplift (from new journey and road/air modal shift) calculated for HS2, and of the order of
16
a third the number of additional rail journeys that HS2 is projected to attract.
Can the HS2 Ltd’s estimate be realistic?
Competition
The London to Birmingham stage of HS2 limits competition between HS2 and conventional
long distance rail. ‘Classic compatible’ HS2 trains will take the greater number of train paths
for fast trains north of Birmingham, limiting alternatives to HS2 trains north of Birmingham. In
subsequent stages of HS2, competition with the conventional railway is likely to seriously
challenge both market share and pricing.
However, for the London-Birmingham phase there will still be some competition with the
remaining fast trains on the WCML, and there will also be competition with the planned fast
services on the Chiltern Line. While slower than HS2, Chiltern trains are likely to offer a
substantially cheaper route (as existing Chiltern services do now compared to WCML). This
will either challenge HS2’s ability to deliver the projected fares (based on RPI+1% annual
price increases) or mean that HS2 will lose market share.

What affect would reducing the demand from HS2 Ltd’s forecasts have?
On the assumption that benefits (and incremental fares) are proportional to rail demand, and
we assume that HS2Ltd’s claimed benefits are correct, then:
•

If demand increases by less than 214% (instead of the 267% projected) HS2’s Net
Benefit ratio (NBR) would be below 2.

•

If demand growth is less than 104%, the NBR would be below 1.

12

NRT 2003/04 (14.9m), and 29 Dec 2009 Virgin Trains (25.4m)
Virgin Trains 29 Dec 2009
14
Modal shift from road and air (22k) are an extra 26% of projected transfers from classic rail (85k).
15
Sources of HS2 passengers at 2033 (145k): 85k from rail (57% of total); 38k new journeys (27%);
and 22k from air and car (16%). New journeys (38k) are 44% of projected transfers from rail (85k). NB
percentages given in Command Paper (p91-92) do not exactly align.
16
Calculated as 41% of the 2008 demand of 45k journeys/day, ie 18k, compared to the 60k additional
journeys that HS2 is forecast to attract.
13
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While the economic case for HS2 depends on very substantial demand growth, both the
background growth and the uplift for improved journey times look seriously out of line with the
evidence of recent experience.

2. Are the benefits an illusion?
Five material benefits are claimed for HS2:
•

A beneficial environmental impact

•

Major economic regeneration

•

A reduction in journey time, that has a large value that dominates the HS2 Ltd
evaluation

•

The creation of capacity that meets demand and relieves crowding on rail and road

•

Generating more fares income

In total HS2 Ltd claim benefits with a value of £32.3bn, together with £15.1bn of additional
fares income (that they treat as off-setting cost).
Interestingly HS2 Ltd do not claim all five benefits. However, many of its supporters do. But
then these supporters claimed these benefits before HS2 Ltd published the results of their
analysis. People ‘knew’ it had these benefits before they had the facts. They still seem to
‘know’ the answer despite the information HS2 Ltd has produced.
As John F Kennedy said

17

:

‘The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie - deliberate, contrived and dishonest but the myth - persistent, persuasive, and unrealistic’.
Environmental impact
Although the coalition Government put HSR under the environment as a heading, HS2 Ltd
18
claim no more than carbon neutrality – ie contributing no reduction to carbon emissions or
producing about the same level of CO2 as its alternatives. This contrasts, for example, with
extending electrification, which would reduce carbon emissions.
Wider economic benefits
HS2 Ltd assess the level of benefit for wider economic effects, eg economic growth, but it is a
modest part of the total benefits even on HS2 Ltd’s own estimation, £3.6bn out of £32.3bn
total.
Imperial College (Graham and Melo) advised HS2 Ltd on the wider economic benefits of the
high speed services themselves. The benefits they identify are around £8m/a for a scheme
like HS2. They conclude:
‘the results show very small potential agglomeration benefits.’
The £3.6bn of wider economic benefits is actually from the freed conventional rail capacity
and some relief of road crowding. These are benefits of additional capacity – not high speed.

17
18

Newhaven Connecticut, 11 June 1962
Command Paper 5.59, page 95
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Perhaps the reason that the wider economic benefits are modest for the scale of investment
is because investing £17.8bn to have a new high speed railway – that does not yield such
benefits – is a costly way to create additional conventional rail capacity and relieve road
congestion – that does have such benefits.
Reducing journey time:
The key benefit ascribed to HS2 is the value of journey time saving. But this is based on:
•

An unjustifiably high value of business time saving per hour, because as argued by
Bluespace Thinking (op cit), it implies an annual salary in 2010 money of £70k/a,
which is an implausible average for the 30% of passengers forecast to be on
business by HS2 Ltd.

•

The presumption that time spent on trains is non productive and unpleasurable.
19
Whereas reports including by NPS, Transform for Scotland (for Virgin Rail) and
20
those sponsored by the DfT show this is not the case. Free wifi and power points
for lap-tops and chargers are not yet universal, but as they become so, the
usefulness of time during long distance train journeys will increase.
21

HS2 accredit £8 of benefit for every journey to users which suggest that they are accrediting
a time saving to every journey. HS2 say they accredit the new passengers generated by HS2
22
itself (entirely new journeys and model shift) with half the benefit of existing customers .
There is plainly no basis for accrediting time savings to the new people who would not
otherwise have travelled; however they should get a benefit. On average this benefit would be
equivalent to the value of the difference between the actual reduction in journey time and the
level of reduction that is needed before they would make the journey on HS2. This fits with
what HS2 Ltd have done.
23

On the basis of HS2’s demand projections , transport user benefits for passengers on
conventional trains are £2-4bn and for road users are £2bn – leaving about £23.7bn for HS2
users. Apparently £13bn of this is from time saving and reliability. The remaining £10bn will
include some benefit from a reduction in crowding, but total crowding benefit is only £5bn. We
are not yet clear what the other sources of benefit are.
As we said above, we believe that HS2 Ltd have assumed that 100% of the travelling time
that is saved would not have been useful. If so, they have overestimated the value of the time
saving (the £8/journey).
If we assume that a third of time saving would otherwise be unproductive:
•

Total HS2 user benefits would be £15bn (at £4/journey)

•

Total benefits become £20.5bn (instead of £32.3bn) and a NBR of 1.7 (not 2.7).

Capacity
As discussed in section 3 below, large increases in capacity can be obtained at low cost and
to a considerable extent without disruption. The capacity benefits including reduction of
crowding can therefore be achieved at relatively minor cost.

19

Jolin Warren, ‘The Railways Mean Business’ Transform for Scotland, November 2007
The Mott MacDonald IWT Consortium ‘The Productive Use of Rail Travel Time and Value of Travel
Time Saving for Travellers in the course of Work’’, 2008
21
Report by High Speed 2 Ltd, 4.2.5
22
HS2 Baseline Forecasting report 2.65, page 19
23
High Speed Rail London to the West Midlands and Beyond, 4.2.10
20
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Generating more fares income
The additional fares income depends upon the extra demand generated by HS2, 63%
which are journeys that otherwise would not have occurred.

24

of

Creating demand is a doubtful benefit. It would seem potentially more productive and green to
encourage travel-free communication than create and accommodate a large increase in
travelling activity – particularly as much of the time spent in travel is unproductive (getting to
and from the stations, waiting for trains).

3. Do we need a new railway to get capacity?
The former Chairman of High Speed 2 Ltd, Sir David Rowlands said
building a high speed network

25

that the reason for

‘…is not about speed per se: it is about capacity.’
But while you can get more capacity on the existing rail routes, doesn’t this mean years of
disruption, delays and cancelled services, together with the inflated costs of resulting from
trying to do major work on an operational railway?
While this is a common view, in this instance there are reasons to think otherwise.
st

De-classifying 1 Class
st

Virgin Trains currently operate 9-car trains, with 5 standard class cars and 4 1 Class. While
st
st
standard class is reasonably busy, 1 Class is lightly used. This reflects reduced 1 Class
travel from cost savings by the private sector. With the recent (May 2010) change announced
for Civil Service travelling rules, 1st Class will be even emptier.
st

Available capacity can be increased overnight by de-classifying one or two 1 Class
st
carriages, creating more standard class space while still accommodating all 1 Class
business.
st

Declassifying 2 of the 4 1 class cars gives about a 30% increase in effective capacity for
st
virtually nothing – with no lead time or disruption, or cost (as 1 Class revenues remain
unchanged).
Capacity can be further increased by changing the declassified cars seating arrangements to
st
the more dense standard class configuration. Modifying the seating of 2 of the 4 1 class cars
gives a total of 51% of additional capacity for the cost of minor refurbishment, with minimal
deviation from normal servicing arrangements. Although total capacity only increases by 14%,
crowding is normally a standard class issue where capacity increases by 51%.

24

Based on the journeys caused by HS2 itself (38k) as % of the increase in passengers (60k) from the
105k in 2033 without HS2 to 165k with HS2
25
Transport Times May 2010
HS2 Action Alliance
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Pendolino Capacity (seats per train )
current configuration
st

Standard

146

296

I
seats per
train
% increase

declassify from 1
2-cars
I

st

st

Standard

modify seating
I

st

Standard

total

56

386

56

448

504

-62%

+30%

-62%

+51%

+14%

11-car Pendolinos
Some of the 9-car Pendolinos are to be extended to 11-car and 4 additional 11-car sets are to
27
be introduced for 2012 . This requires some works, eg to station platforms, to accommodate
them. This will add 32% to total seated capacity. We believe that this is incorporated in HS2’s
baseline assessment. However, another 14% more capacity could be provided by lengthening
28
the remaining sets (assuming additional seating is standard class ), giving a total of 46%
more capacity. This would apparently require no further infrastructure work eg to station
platforms.
12-car Pendolinos
HS2 Ltd themselves assessed alternatives to HS2, in the form of different ‘rail packages’.
Running longer trains is considered by HS2 but dismissed as a sole solution, and not
incorporated in other solutions. However, they say that 12-car running (except to Liverpool?)
could be achieved without further infrastructure changes – this could add further seating
capacity on trains to a total of 65% (assuming the extra seats would be standard class) more
than with the current 9-car. This is achievable at the cost of more rolling stock that should be
commercially attractive, and with no disruption.
Unlike HS2, a commercially attractive means of developing additional capacity does not
require public subsidy.
Chiltern services
For services to Birmingham, the committed Chiltern Railways lines improvements provide
29
faster journey times from Marylebone to Birmingham. At 1hr 40 minutes this service will be
just 15 mins longer than the WCML 125mph service. It offers huge potential for increasing
capacity through running longer formation trains. This will be achievable for solely the cost of
additional rolling stock and with no disruption to services. If there is the demand, this also
would be commercially attractive.
HS2 Ltd’s alternatives
30

Finally, Rail Package 2 provides virtually sufficient additional capacity by itself (through
more frequent services) even in 11-car formation. But it is made up of numerous elements
that could be implemented on an incremental basis.
It includes the replacement of the slower commuter trains (Desiros) that use the fast lines
south of Milton Keynes with trains capable of matching the Pendolino timings.
This package does have material costs, but on HS2 Ltd’s own assessment has a better NBR
(3.63) than HS2 itself (2.7) – even with the inclusion of the costs of disruption that they have
26

Pendolino seating plan (including wheelchair provision): Virgin web site
Virgin Trains, July 31 2008, Virgin web site
28
Assuming 76 seat cars
29
James Abbott ‘Chiltern plans second Oxford route’ Modern Railways, page 52, March 2010
30
High Speed 2 Strategic Alternatives Study Rail Interventions Report (Atkins)
27
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built in. Presumably HS2 Ltd did not recommend this alternative on the basis that it did not
deliver the required new railway.

So capacity is not the problem, as solutions to capacity shortages can be implemented with
short lead-times. We might get 65% more seats on the long distance WCML services with no
more infrastructure changes than those due for 2012, and this is without the extra capacity
st
from declassifying some of the existing 1 class cars. The planned Chiltern line fast services
can be lengthened to give greatly increased capacity to Birmingham. Such changes could
contribute benefit both incrementally and well in advance of the completion of a new railway.
Should even more capacity be required, HS2 Ltd’s Rail Package 2 provides a smorgasbord of
enhancements, which can be progressed as emergent demand dictates.

4. Uncertainty and HS2
Failure has real costs
The economics of HS2 rest on what seem to be implausibly high demand and unrealistic
assessment of benefits. And it is an all or nothing project. It can’t be half built and get half or
even a quarter of the benefits. If the new line is constructed but the expected growth has not
occurred, the options are throw good money after bad and have a new railway we don’t need,
or cut the losses and write off billions of pounds of investment.
The costs of HS2 are not loose change, £17.8bn investment for the London to Birmingham
section, instead we could have:
31

•

85% of the population connected to optical broadband

•

9 years of the accident and emergency service

•

electrify the rest of the UK rail network for two thirds of HS2’s cost.

32

And the costs are not just in money, and what we won’t have because is it has been wasted.
We will have destroyed some of the remaining unspoilt areas of tranquilly in our crowded
island. And we will have blighted the lives of many who live along the route.
DfT’s advice
Good decision processes avoid such outcomes. DfT know this – they say it themselves in the
2007 White Paper ’Delivering a Sustainable Railway’
‘Forecasts have been wrong before, and any strategy that tried to build a rigid
investment programme based on fixed long-term forecasts would inevitably be
wrong again. To overcome this challenge, the guiding principles in this strategy are:
• To invest where there are challenges now, in ways that offer the flexibility to cope
with an uncertain future; and
• To put in hand the right preparatory work so that, as the future becomes clearer,
the necessary investments can be made at the right time.’
The case for HS2 involves projecting benefits over an extraordinarily long period. The project
has a 60 year assessment period – not starting from now but from when the railway is
planned to be complete in 2026. So costs and benefits are projected through to 2085 ie 75
31
32

Review of Barriers to Investment in Next Generation Access - Final Report, Figure 4
Guardian and The institute for Fiscal Studies
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years from now. This is equivalent to deciding in 1900 to build a new railway, to get it built by
1916, and assess its benefits from 1916 to 1975. However such a line might well have been
closed in the Beeching cuts of the mid 1960s.
No one can be certain exactly how much increase in rail demand there will be. It seems
implausible from recent trends that it will be as much as HS2 Ltd forecast.
Growth
HS2 Ltd’s demand forecasts are driven by forecasts of economic growth. Only Monday 14
June 2010, the Office for Budget Responsibility revised down the forecast economic growth,
with the expectation of a permanent loss of growth. Lower economic growth on HS2 Ltd’s
approach worsens the economics of the project.
The sensitivity analysis that HS2 have done may not do justice to the possibility of very limited
demand growth, but it does show the fragility of HS2’s economics. They show:
•

A 25% reduction in the projected ‘background trend’ growth from 3.3% to 2.7%/a, or
saturating in 2027, both reduce the NBR to 1.5

•

These sensitivity cases still assume a doubling in passengers on the WCML – and
still make the large special additions for HS2 itself.

An incremental solution
What is needed is an approach that avoids the risks of building a new railway, which is
incremental, that doesn’t:
•

Address problems before we have a sound basis for believing they are real, or

•

Look to benefits that may have entirely disappeared due to social and technical
changes.

We should not repeat the mistakes of HS1, with demand only reaching a fraction of that used
to justify the scheme.

5. HSR or HS2?
Speed is not green
Speed is the antithesis of ‘green’ – especially ultra-high speed. High speed trains will use
more than twice as much power as conventional electric intercity trains, and perhaps four
33
times as much running at 400km/hr . Unlike French TGVs, they will not start running on
nuclear power. As long as fossil fuels (without carbon capture) are the marginal source of
fuel, HS2 would cause more carbon to be emitted than a conventional intercity train.
An increase in speed causes a disproportionately large increase in noise, and noise pollution
is a major drawback of very high speed rail. HS2 plans initially to run at speeds (a maximum
34
of 360km/h) beyond the level at which noise data is available (350km/h) . The design line
speed (a maximum of 400km/h) is well beyond this.

33

Trains travelling at 300km/h (186mph) use 2.25 times as much energy as the same train travelling at
200km/h (125mph), 2.72 times as much at 330km/h (205mph), and 5.06 times as much at 450km/h
(280mph). Source Institution of Mechanical Engineers ‘Transport Policy Statement: 09/03 High Speed
Rail’
34
FOI request response to Mr Colin Allen, 28 May 2010.
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The UK is a small country, with small distances between major centres of population. There is
neither the opportunity nor the need to run at very high speeds. Furthermore, it cannot be
done without degrading the environment.
The inability of trains at ultra high speed to run on anything but the gentlest curvature, means
that ultra-high speed lines cannot follow the alignment of existing major transport corridors,
and so must take new land and blight new areas, destroying the limited reserves of tranquillity
and natural beauty.
The energy requirements for their construction and the disposal of spoil contribute to carbon
emissions.
London to Manchester in under 2 hours
It is probable that with only limited track improvements the journey time from London to
Manchester (and beyond) be reduced by 12 minutes, and that to Birmingham by 5 minutes. In
particular the construction of the planned ‘Stafford by-pass’ would both reduce journey times
for some services and eliminate one of the remaining bottlenecks on the route. Line speed
improvements on the current slow route section to Manchester via Stoke on Trent, might also
be cost effective.
WCML could be upgraded to HSR
The EU Directive on High Speed Rail tells us that a new high speed railway must operate at
speeds of at least 250km/h or 155mph.
But upgraded lines do not need to be as fast – 200km/hr or just under the 125mph. Several of
our intercity routes already allow this speed, including WCML.
ERTMS
ERTMS is expected to be implemented on the network from 2014. This is the European
standard signalling system. It will bring in-cab signalling that allows trains to run above the
existing maximum speed for colour light signalling of 125mph. Pendolinos are designed to run
at 140mph on existing track, and therefore will be capable of running faster services when
ERTMS is fitted.
Does it make sense to press for ultra high speed when it comes with such a high price tag
and seems to offer so little in benefits (slightly shorter journey times that have limited value to
those enjoying them)?
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Presentation of 18 June

Economics Summit
A case for alternatives to HS2
Bruce Weston
Hilary Wharf
Aylesbury, 18 June 2010
1

Outline







Will the demand needed for HS2 happen?
Are the benefits of HS2 an illusion?
Do we need a new railway to get capacity?
Uncertainty and HS2
HSR or HS2?

2
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Will the demand for HS2 happen?

HS2 Ltd forecast for 2033:
 Huge rail increases – 267%
 Long distance car increases – 44%
 Considerable domestic air growth – 178%

3

Will the demand for HS2 happen?
HS2 Route Demand
180,000
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HS2
2%/a (CTRL rate)
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based on Bluespace Thinking
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Will the demand for HS2 happen?
Channel Tunnel Rail Link passenger numbers

- So they can get it wrong!

5

Will the demand for HS2 happen?
Total transport per person (graph Dr D Metz with GDP added)

GDP

300

200

100

- So demand is saturated?
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Will the demand for HS2 happen?
Domestic air travel to/from London (CAA data)
18
16

million passenger journeys

14
12
10

All London airports
Heathrow

8
6
4
2
0
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

- So demand is saturated here too?

7

Will the demand for HS2 happen?
Total domestic travel (NTS 2008)

1995/97
243
5,786
134

2008
235
5,560
110

change
-8
-226
-24

annual
avge rate
of
change
-0.3%
-0.3%
-1.6%

328
94
321
75

387
56
495
80

59
-38
174
5

1.4%
-4.2%
3.7%
0.5%

6981

6923

-58

-0.1%

miles per person

walk/cycle
car/van/motorcycle
private coach
local
bus/underground
long distance coach
surface rail
air/ferry/light rail
all modes

- So rail growth is modal shift, but can it keep happening?
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Will the demand for HS2 happen?

What about the (60k/day) step increase in HS2
demand?
WCML service improvements were large
WCML demand increased: 18k/day above trend
Modal shift won’t go on forever
Despite this HS2 is forecast to generate much
bigger increases
 If demand increases by < 104%, NBR <1





Can HS2 Ltd’s forecast be realistic?

9

Are the benefits an illusion?

Major benefits claimed for HS2:






Good environmental impact
Economic regeneration
£bns of journey time saving
More capacity without disruption
More fares income
10
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Are the benefits an illusion?

‘The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie - deliberate,
contrived and dishonest - but the myth - persistent, persuasive,
and unrealistic’.

(John F Kennedy)

 Environmental impact
– HS2 only claim carbon neutral

 Wider economic benefits
– HS2 claim looks modest – until look at expert advice!
11

Are the benefits an illusion?

 Reduced journey time
– How much is business time worth?
– Is time on trains really wasted?
• Studies say not
• And the future?
• If half the time is useful NBR becomes 1.7

 Generating more fares
– Do we want people to travel more?
• Information not people?
12
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Need a new railway to get capacity?
 Sir David Rowlands says….. ‘it is not about speed
per se: it is about capacity’
 Must increasing capacity on existing lines mean
massive disruption and spiralling costs?
 Perhaps not?

13

Need a new railway to get capacity?
Reclassify 1st Class
Pendolino Capacity (seats per train)
current configuration

seats per
train
% increase

Ist

Standard

146

296

declassify from 1st
2-cars
Ist

Standard

modify seating
Ist

Standard

total

56

386

56

448

504

-62%

+30%

-62%

+51%

+14%

- Capacity for free!
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Need a new railway to get capacity?

 Lengthen some Pendolinos to 11-car +4 sets +32%
 Lengthen all Pendolinos to 11-car
+14%
 Lengthen Pendolino fleet to 12 car
+19%
+65%
 Lengthen Chiltern fast services
 Selective implementation of ‘Rail Package 2’
elements

- Shorter lead-times, smaller cost, incremental
15

Uncertainty and HS2

 Failure has real costs
– A half built railway is worth nothing
– What will we give up instead, worth £17.8bn
• Fibre-optic broadband for 85% of the country

 DfT’s advice:
‘Forecasts have been wrong before, and any strategy that tried to build a rigid
investment programme based on fixed long-term forecasts would inevitably be
wrong again. To overcome this challenge, the guiding principles in this
strategy are:
– To invest where there are challenges now, in ways that offer the flexibility to cope
with an uncertain future; and
– To put in hand the right preparatory work so that, as the future becomes clearer,
the necessary investments can be made at the right time.’
- Delivering a Sustainable Railway, 2007

 An incremental solution
16
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HSR or HS2?

 Ultra speed is not green
– Energy consumption
– Noise generation
– Take new land for gentle curves

 Manchester to London in under 2 hours
 ERTMS
– Pendolinos 140mph

 WCML upgraded to HSR?
– Upgraded lines can qualify at 125mph
- Is ultra-speed worth the cost in money and the environment?

17

Discussion







Will the demand needed for HS2 happen?
Are the benefits of HS2 an illusion?
Do we need a new railway to get capacity?
Uncertainty and HS2
HSR or HS2?
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High Speed 2 – the story so far
Christian Wolmar
writer and broadcaster

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vague discussion since Nineties
2005 manifesto commitment to examine
2006 Eddington report lukewarm
2007 strategy paper rejects idea
Tory commitment conference speech
Libdems enthusiastic
Labour U turn

HS2 Ltd
•
•
•
•

Very fast by government standards
Headed by Sir David Rowlands
30 strong team
Required to produce a costed route for
options between London and W Midlands
• Also produced plan for Manchester and
Leeds with less detail

Route
• Euston
• Willesden Junction interchange with
Crossrail and connection to Heathrow
• Rejects Heathrow connection
• No stations between Willesden and
Birmingham Airport
• Spur into Birmingham
• Y shaped from Birmingham Airport to
Leeds and Manchester

The case for HS2
• Capacity not high speed
• But also huge decrease in journey times
London Birmingham 30 mins, Sheffield 55
mins, Manchester 75 mins
• New growth in travel to be accommodated
on rail
• Low Carbon [?]
• Regional growth

Tory plans
Main differences
• Heathrow
• Manchester then Leeds via Pennines
• Start by 2015
• More private sector involvement

Objections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private sector investment unlikely
Taking money from existing railway
Environmental degradation
Environmental case poor [see P 53!]
Availability for poorer travellers- eg HS 1
Dubious business model – eg Milton Keynes
Does it support regional growth or help London
Money, money, money £16-7 bn

Options for the ConLibs
•
•
•
•
•

Agree Labour plan
Redesign route
Muddle through with consultation
Heathrow conundrum
Timing issue

What next?
• Making the case in the economic climate
• Rowlands conditions:
- Separate entity from govt
- Long term political commitment
- Clear funding arrangements
• So far, strong expressions of support
• But cheap in the short term
• Consultation

Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is it realistic?
Local objections
Libdem role
Private sector role
Who is driving it?
…and now your questions?

HS2

The Chilterns
Conservation Board
 Set up by Parliament in 2004
 To conserve and enhance the natural
beauty of the Chilterns AONB
 To promote understanding and
enjoyment.

The dis-benefits of HS2

Damage to the Landscape

Damage to the Landscape

Loss of Tranquillity

Loss of amenity

Loss of business

Loss of Farmland
and Woodland

Reduced Farm Viability

Restrictions on Land Use

Fences and Wildlife

The Chilterns is an Aquifer

River Misbourne Chalfont Mill

Disruption to Travel Patterns

Blighted Property

Hassle, Inconvenience
and Anxiety
– all pain and no gain

It’
It’s not worth investing in businesses
which are going to be destroyed

Value for Money?
Each minute saved on the journey
between Birmingham and London
will cost at least:

£540,000,000

Heathrow and the West London
Connection
John Savin
Wendover HS2 Business Team
www.wendover-hs2-org.uk
info@wendover-hs2,org.uk

09/07/2010

Wendover HS2
• Strategy committee chaired by Marion Clayton
• Linked to Wendover Society, registered charity,
well established group since 1965
• Top level village site:
– www.wendoverhs2.org

• Specific business site:
– www.wendover-hs2.org.uk

09/07/2010

Current rail to Heathrow
2hr 10 min

1hr 25 min
1hr 5min

09/07/2010

HS2 impact
25 min

38 min??

5‐20 min including
wait time?
09/07/2010

40 min

Who goes to Heathrow by Rail?
• 45 million passengers (117,000 per day, less than HS2
stage 1) get to Heathrow by surface transport each year
and another 24m transfer through
767 travel by rail form/to Birmingham
(15.5%) and 788 (36%) to/from
Manchester by main line rail

1.32% access Heathrow from
Birmingham or Manchester by
main line rail

Jounrneys per day

1,000
800

Other

600

Intermediate

400

Birmingham

200

Manchester

‐
Intermediate Birmingham

Manchester

09/07/2010

Future Domestic Heathrow trends
Million os passengers per year

2,500,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

New
Man

1,000,000

Glas
Ed

500,000

‐
2008 (CAA)

2020 (DfT)

2030 (DfT)

Cited page 13 table 10 SKM ADM report. Decline is because of “shadow” costs imposed to
make domestic travel less favourable relative to international as Heathrow is full. Growth after
this is presumably due to elasticity linked to GDP growth. May assume third runway. Note,
these are transfer passengers only as point to point are in main models
09/07/2010

Stations
• At Old Oak Common with Heathrow Express, Cross Rail
and GWML direct access.
–
–
–
–

Advantage, all HS2 trains stop, no loss of paths minimal time delay
But, Heathrow passengers need to transfer to Heathrow express
Limited parking
Local regeneration?

• At an imaginary Heathrow station with an imaginary
GWML link and some crossrail
•
•
•
•

Advantage, great for Heathrow
Picks up more Welsh and Cornish travellers
Can park at Heathrow!
But, extra 7 minutes per HS2 trip

• All west London options have slow HS2 trip into Euston
09/07/2010

Old Oak Common Users
Old Oak 50,000 people per day access HS2
Birmingham and the North

17,000
Old Oak Common

Other (SW , WE and Wales

1,000

Euston

31,000

Air Passengers

49,000

•
09/07/2010

Table 5.4 page 55 SKM ADM Report

Greater London

Travel Pattern OOC interchange
Birmingham and the North
Other SE England

144,000
95,000

17,000
Other (SW , W, Wales)

11,000
Euston

Old Oak Common

1,000

84,000
31,000

Air Passengers

Greater London

•

Table 5.4 page 55 SKM ADM Report

09/07/2010

Why a West London connection?
• Birmingham wanted access to Heathrow from
Greengauge 21 report
• Issues around feeder routes from/to Greater London
– Crossrail

• Link to West via GWML
– Wales-Bristol to Manchester/Birmingham via HS2
– GWML does not go to Heathrow - unless diverted

• Expand pool of access from SE England- but demands
reasonably priced parking
• Oh, yes, and access to air passengers

09/07/2010

It’s about access not about air
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The HS2 case for a west London connection purports to be related
to access Heathrow.
HS2 might capture a lot of the current non-London rail access
market but this is small: c 1% of surface Heathrow access
Domestic air is set to fall or be static. Most is interlining - connecting
to long haul flights and is unaffected by HS2
Capturing a few million passengers needs full high speed
connections to Manchester, Newcastle and especially Scotland.
Other airports offer domestic links and will compete.
There is no effective international access.
There is no reason to go the West London other than gaining a
larger W-S England catchment and relieving Euston – tube.
Faster and more flexible route options have been ignored

09/07/2010

Expanded Demand
Demand sources
Core Market
International
connections
Gatwick and
Stanstead

Mode shift
from
air

13,000

BAA estimates from regional airports

surface

12,000

This is heathrow canablising other
airports due to HS2 acccess

40,000

HS2 says 43,000, 12.8m/year

Extra demand

•
09/07/2010

Potential
Notes
Demand
15,000 Note, no Birmingham

5.3.20- 5.3.21 HS2DMA

Air Access per Day
Other

Man

LHR

International

44
1673
851
33
Other

Edinburgh

LHR

International
1,526

Other

Glasgow

LHR

International
1,548

Other

Newcastle

LHR

International
803

Interlining: a passenger buys an integrated ticket from Manchester to
San Diego via Heathrow. This is impervious to HS2.
•

CAA survey data cited Pages 11-12 SKM ADM Report

09/07/2010

Assumptions
• For HS2 to have an impact on domestic air
travel, it need assumes that the entire LondonScotland high speed network is operational by
2031/3. (5.3.14 P 52 HS2MDA)
• Market potential is 15,000 trips per day (includes
to and from and assumes full network). Total
HS2 demand forecast is 145,000 per day stage
1 and 220,000 on full HS network: 6.8%. (5.3.17
HS2DMA)

09/07/2010

Heathrow interchange
Heathrow station 40,000 people per day access HS2
Birmingham and the North

24,000
Other (SW , WE and Wales

Heathrow

Euston

2,000
14,000
Air Passengers

40,000

•

Table 5.4 page 55 SKM ADM Report

09/07/2010

Domestic air historic trends

•
09/07/2010

CAA survey data cited Page 5 SKM ADM Report

Greater London

Network Rail
• Looked a several High speed route options.
• Some follow roughly the HS2 route and considered a
Heathrow station
• NR estimated at best 1.4m rail-air users per year based
on Heathrow capacilty doubling to 2030.
• These are 2:1 Scotland: Manchester based on modal
shift from point to point air but the high speed line needs
to reach Scotland
• Assuming no doubling of Heathrow, Manchester element
is 641 passengers per day to and from)
• Numbers comparable therefore to HS2 analysis
09/07/2010

Questions
• If you run direct Euston-Birmingham, you loose:
– The supposed extra passengers from Wales does it matter or do you
gain time and benefits These are based on NO fare premium for
travelling via HS2 (as against cross country rail or car)
– The 1000 air passengers predicted: 71% of current demand
– These will reduce BCR but not critically

• If you run directly North, you get a more flexible layout
with easier links to Manchester and Yorkshire/NE.
– Is this faster?
– Has this got a higher BCR?
– Does it build in Stage 2 aspects earlier?

09/07/2010
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Handout from the Chiltern Society Presentation
Extracts from: High Speed Rail - London to the West Midlands and
Beyond - A Report to Government by High Speed Two Limited –
Section 4 Business Case review
4.2 Appraisal Results
Impact on carbon emissions
4.2.32 Whether the introduction of HS2 leads to an overall increase or decrease in
emissions is almost entirely dependent on the impact of changes in demand on
aviation emissions. There is considerable uncertainty around this, and actual
changes in emissions will depend on how airlines respond to reduced demand.
For small changes in demand it is possible that airlines would not respond at all.
However, for larger reductions in demand, airline routes may become
uneconomical, with reductions in the number of flights. We assumed that flights
are reduced pro rata with reductions in air passengers – i.e. emissions per
passenger remain constant on airlines. We estimate that HS2 would reduce
domestic air passenger demand by up to 10%, and thus we estimate a 10%
reduction in domestic aviation emissions. This is equivalent to a saving of
0.4MtCO2 per year. The upper end of the range in Figure 4.2c assumes no
reduction in flights.
4.2.33 Overall this suggests that the impact of HS2 on carbon emissions will be between
an increase in emissions of 26.6MtCO2 and a reduction of 25MtCO2 over 60
years. The key drivers of this range are the carbon intensity of electricity –
which drives the size of emissions from HS2 trains – and the response of
airlines to reductions in aviation demand. Perhaps the most important point to
note is that this is equivalent to a range of -0.3% to +0.3% of UK transport
emissions. So HS2 would not be a major factor in managing carbon in the
transport sector.

Quality of life
4.2.37 Improving quality of life includes a range of environment-related objectives
including reducing exposure to noise; minimising the impact on the natural
environment, heritage and landscape; improving the experience of travel; and
creating opportunities for social contact and leisure. Our Appraisal of
Sustainability also reviewed impacts on soil and land resources, waste
generation and resource use.

Noise
4.2.38 Noise impacts from HS2 would affect many people living along the route, with
about 350 dwellings predicted to experience high noise levels and a much
larger number experiencing some increase, were no mitigation put in place.
Initial appraisal has determined the main locations where mitigation in the form
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of noise barriers and other means would be necessary. Further design and
modelling would be needed to work out how these impacts could best be
reduced. Similarly, an estimated 9,400 houses located over tunnel sections
could experience vibration impacts. However, based on experience with HS1,
mitigation measures, once developed and appraised, would be expected to
remove the majority of these impacts.

Landscape and townscape
4.2.39 The main landscape impact of HS2 would occur in the Chiltern Hills. Considerable
work has already been undertaken to mitigate the potential adverse impacts to
this nationally protected landscape. Opportunities to reduce impacts further
would be sought as design detail was taken forward; for example by using
natural screening, earthworks, false cuttings and landscape planting.
4.2.40 The HS2 line of route would generally avoid impacts on townscape. The most
significant impact would be at Euston where a relatively large area of land take
and consequently large number of demolitions would be required. This, together
with the new station building, would intrude into views from conservation areas
and directly affect some locally important features, such as St James Gardens
and six Grade II listed buildings. The London Borough of Camden has set out a
vision for wider change in this area and further development of HS2 should be
taken forward with this very much in mind. Similarly, the development of
Birmingham Fazeley Street station should be coordinated with the Birmingham
Eastside development.
4.2.41 Further land take would also be required to provide for a new station to the west
of Old Oak Common. While the new surface route would run from there on the
north side of the existing Chiltern Line, reducing the need to widen the rail
corridor, around 20 to 30 residential properties would need to be demolished
along the route to West Ruislip, in addition to around 23 at Old Oak Common
itself. There are also clusters of other properties which would potentially be
affected at locations on the line of route between London and the West
Midlands, including at Aylesbury, Stoneleigh and Lichfield.
4.2.42 A number of protected buildings and grounds lie near the preferred or alternative
routes. Three seem likely to be directly affected on the basis of current designs
– Shardeloes near Amersham, Hartwell House near Aylesbury and Stoneleigh
Abbey near Kenilworth - although it might be possible in subsequent stages of
scheme design to reduce or avoid these impacts altogether.

Wildlife and biodiversity
4.2.43 Early route development has managed to avoid most potential impacts on
designated habitats and sites. No international sites would be adversely
affected and impacts on nationally protected sites would be restricted to a few
locations close to Ufton Fields SSSI near Leamington Spa, and river crossings
at the Colne Valley in Denham near Uxbridge and the River Blythe, near
Coleshill.
4.2.44 Impacts on local and regional sites would also be likely to include some loss of
ancient woodland in the Chilterns. However, considerable effort would be made
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to further reduce these effects and to seek opportunities for enhancements
through habitat creation and extension.

Water and flooding
4.2.45 Water resources include rivers, streams and lakes, as well as underground
supplies. Much has been done through design to date to avoid direct impacts,
but they are still widespread between London and the West Midlands, so
considerable further work would be required to ensure that national objectives
for improving water quality would not be compromised. Where these impacts
could be highest, river diversions would have to be undertaken: for example for
short sections of the River Colne, the River Cole, the River Tame and the River
Rea.
4.2.46 Equally, passage of the scheme over or through aquifers or areas with
groundwater which is susceptible to pollution would present major risks
requiring mitigation. Again this is the case across the Colne Valley where the
majority of such groundwater occurs as well as between Brackley and
Kenilworth, near Coventry, where high quality aquifers are prevalent.
4.2.47 HS2 would also cross areas prone to flooding with the preferred route passing
across 17km of the highest risk flood areas. Scheme design would be critical
here to ensuring that impacts are effectively managed and avoided.

Soil and land resources
4.2.48 On the positive side, HS2 would support planned developments at Old Oak
Common and Euston and would result in a number of previously developed
‘brownfield’ sites, totalling some 250 hectares in extent, being brought back to
productive use. Although it would affect none of the most productive Grade 1
farmland, it would cross some 23km of only slightly less productive Grade 2
farmland.

Waste generation
4.2.49 In terms of the waste generated by the scheme, particularly during its
construction, almost 2 million cubic metres of spoil would arise from tunnel
excavation. This would be costly to dispose in landfill and opportunities to reuse this material, either on other parts of the HS2 such as landscape or noise
bunds or for other uses offsite, would need to be sought.

Resource use
4.2.50 It is too early to give detailed consideration to the materials and resources that
would be used in constructing HS2. This is something that would be explored
during ongoing design. By the time that HS2 construction could commence, the
availability of high sustainability materials in the market could be very different
from today.

Summary and key recommendations
4.2.58 HS2 would bring significant transport user benefits to all regions served both
directly and indirectly (through hybrid running). It would also produce benefits to
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users of the WCML as well as HS2 passengers. There would be wider
economic benefits, not all of which it has been possible to quantify.
4.2.59 The impacts on carbon emission would, at worst amount to about 0.3% of overall
transport emissions.
4.2.60 HS2 has the potential to assist regeneration, development and wider economic
growth, particularly around stations. However, there are potentially significant
adverse landscape and townscape impacts around those stations and through
the Chiltern Hills, adverse impacts on water resources and noise and land take
issues for existing communities along the line of route.
4.2.61 We recommend, if HS2 is to be taken forward, that a priority for further design
work should be to seek to avoid and if that is not possible, to mitigate the key
impacts.

4.3 - Overview Section
4.3.6 This BCR considers only impacts for which there is a strong evidence base to
convert them into monetary values. This includes financial costs and benefits
and also impacts such as time savings and improvements to reliability. There is,
however, a wide range of impacts, including many environmental impacts that
cannot be monetised and hence are not captured by the BCR. It is nonetheless
important that these are given due weight. DfT has developed an approach
which attempts to use what evidence exists to weigh the non-monetised impacts
of a scheme against the BCR, and place the scheme into one of five categories
– Very High, High, Medium, Low and Poor Value for Money.
4.3.7 The most significant non-monetised costs are likely to be environmental,
associated with the landscape and biodiversity impacts associated with the
scheme. These are likely to be large, in part because of the scale of the scheme
and therefore the amount of land affected, but also because the line of route
crosses the Chiltern Hills. These impacts have been mitigated by planning
tunnelling of the route in many places and by following transport corridors
through much of the most sensitive areas (37% of the preferred route through
the Chilterns). But a significant cost would remain. Noise impacts represent a
further adverse impact. Other adverse impacts, for instance on water resources,
are likely to be small by comparison. There would, on the other hand, be some
beneficial impacts such as the prospect of regeneration around stations.
4.3.8 It is for DfT to advise on the balance of these costs and benefits. However, in our
view, the non-monetised impacts are unlikely to be large enough to change the
conclusion that the scheme would deliver High VfM.

Summary and key recommendations
4.3.9 HS2 has a strong business case and would deliver significant benefits to transport
users across much of the UK. Without considering non-monetised impacts, the scheme
would clearly be High VfM. To change this assessment the non-monetised impacts
would have to be equivalent to a disbenefit of over £8.5bn. In our view the nonmonetised impacts are unlikely to be large enough to change the conclusion that the
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scheme would deliver High VfM. In other words, the net impact of the scheme would be
to deliver benefits of at least £2 for every £1 of Government spending.

A summary of the Business case is - PV Cost to build
PV Operating costs
Total costs
Less Revenues
Less indirect taxes lost (petrol duty)
Net cost to Government over 60 years

£17.8bn
7.6
25.5
15.0
1.5

Time Value Benefits
Business
Others
Wider Economic Benefits (agglomeration)
Net Benefits proposed by HS2 Ltd
Personal View
Items over stated Demand from pricing policy
Time Value – leisure
Items Omitted
Internet developments – business efficiency
Value of AONB to visitors
Business losses and dislocation
Property value destruction to citizens

13.5
12.0

17.6
11.1
3.6
32.3

(a)

(b)

-5.0
- 5.5
-5.0
-15.0
- 5.0
- 5.0

Total Errors and omissions by HS2

-40.5

Net Value Destroyed

- 8.2

(c)

Total Cost to Government, Business and citizens

20.2

(a+c)

Business Case Ratio (b/a) – HS2 Proposal
Business Case Ratio (c/a) – My proposal

2.7
NIL

Valuing the Countryside
Given that you have independent statistics on the number of annual visitors equal to
50m, you will also have further information about the locations, and possibly the
purposes.
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Given that the FC are charging £5 for a car park to visit, then the value of each visit to
the visitor must unconsciously be at least £10 ( to make the purchase of a ticket
worthwhile).
In that case the value of the AONB is 50m * £10 * 60years – which I make £30bn. This is
the starting point
This value must be discounted into Present value (PV) as for the HS2, let us say that
halves it to £15bn. I no longer have the calculations to do this properly.
Now we should look at the length of visit (purpose) and the value of time to visitors as
they did for business/leisure travellers on HS2
If we took the value of time as £30 an hour (business in hs2 at £70) than a one hour dog
walk would be valued at £30, not the £10 I started with, and a 3 hour morning walk
would be valued at £90. The value of a morning walk could be assessed against the cost
of treating people with mental problems on the NHS as the benefits of a visit to the
countryside are well known on relaxation. (Bucks MIND could provide evidence)
Alternatively, one could compare the benefits of exercise against the costs of stroke,
heart and obesity treatments on the NHS.
Also, we would need to restrict the calculations to visitors along the HS2 route or nearby
and discount those visiting South Oxfordshire as they are not affected by the proposal.
Alternatively, we could increase the number of visitors for those visiting the Colne Valley
and maybe elsewhere along the line unbeknown to me.
Say 10m visitors (in the proximity of the route) at an average of £45 per visit (length of
time say 1.5 hours) = £450m p.a or almost £30bn over 60 years again, therefore pv of
visits = £15bn again.

50m leisure visits to the AONB per annum.
Misbourne Valley is approx 20kmX 2 km – 40Km. Total area of AONB is 833 sq.kms –
approx 5% of total. = approx 2.5m visits to Misbourne Valley per annum. (probably on he
high side)
Let us say 50% of these visits are either stopped or the quality of experience if reduced
due to physical interruption to walks, noise, loss amenity, impact on scenery, traffic etc
etc. Therefore we can estimate that 1.25m visits are affected. Let us say the value is £5
per visit (not everyone is willing to pay as per Wendover car park). Most walks in the
area are probably less than an hour.
This equals £6.25m per annum or approx £375m over 60 years. If a similar calculation
was done over the length of the line the total figure might be £1-2bn. It may not change
the BCR but it would be big enough to argue it should be included in its own right. All
these figures could be higher of course, so mine represent a low point on the range.
This exercise would only value leisure use of the environment and not physical damage
to it
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No Charge? Valuing the natural
environment
This report explores and presents evidence on the economic value of a healthy
natural environment in England. It aims to do so in a way that appeals to economists
and non-economists alike. No new primary research was commissioned. Instead,
what the report seeks to do is build an objective argument in support of investing in
ecological systems by combining economic, scientific and social evidence on the
benefits of a healthy natural environment.
What was done
An extensive literature review was undertaken
and several workshops held with external
experts to help craft a up-to-date narrative
around the value of a healthy natural
environment. No new primary research was
undertaken or commissioned.

Results and Conclusions
Key messages
 A healthy natural environment is indispensible
to current and future economic prosperity - it is
a vital part of the infrastructure of a successful
modern economy.
 Conserving the natural environment is an
efficient and effective way to deliver a wide
range of benefits to society, but because many
ecosystem services are not adequately
reflected in our day-to-day decisions, they are
all too often ignored.
 The pace of environmental degradation is
accelerating in many cases and this is
jeopardising our ability to meet future
challenges, such as coping with climate
change and addressing concerns over food,
water and energy security.
 Investing in a healthy natural environment is
essential and an ecosystems approach can
help tackle future challenges in a way that
enhances prosperity. Innovative ecological, as
well as technological, solutions have a vital
role to play.

First edition 15 April 2010
www.naturalengland.org.uk

Nature is a vital part of the infrastructure of a
successful modern economy
As the world recovers from the worst financial
crisis since the Great Depression and begins to
emerge from recession, much attention is
focussed on how to further revitalise the
economy, ensure financial stability and create
jobs.
But restoring economic stability today must not
result in further degradation of our ecological
systems. A healthy natural environment is critical
to a sustained long-term recovery in England
and to effectively tackle the challenges that lie
ahead.
A healthy natural environment has enormous
economic value and is a cost-effective way to
deliver a wide range of benefits to society
We depend on nature much more than we
realise and we cannot truly prosper without a
healthy natural environment. In the extreme,
nature makes economic progress possible. It
underpins everything we consume. It provides
raw materials for the production process. It
heavily shapes the places in which we live and
work. It also has huge untapped potential and
offers opportunities for future discoveries that
may prove to be critical turning points in the
development of our economies and societies.
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Illustrative examples of the economic value of
nature include:

services (such as wildlife, water quality, flood
risk management, climate regulation).

 The potential benefits of a UK network of

When a broader range of ecosystem services
are valued and considered in decision-making,
the benefits of investing in a healthy natural
environment can outweigh the costs, many times
over in some cases. There are many examples
and case studies which strongly demonstrate
this.

Marine Conservation Zones could outweigh
costs by a factor of between 7 to 40, with
estimated benefits of between £7 billion and
£19 billion.
 Floodplain restoration aimed at improving
water quality has demonstrated benefit-cost
ratios of up to 4:1.
 Many managed re-alignment projects deliver
positive returns on investments of many
millions of pounds.
 People who live within 500 m of accessible
green space are 24 per cent more likely to
meet recommended levels of physical activity.
Reducing the sedentary population by just 1
per cent could reduce morbidity and mortality
rates valued at £1.44 billion for the UK.
 We are losing between 2.8 and 5.8 million
tonnes of CO2 per year from the cultivation and
drainage of lowland peat soils. The annual
value of this loss is estimated at between £74
million and £150 million.
 Environmental Stewardship is estimated to
deliver savings of 3.46 million tonnes of CO2e
per year. Without the scheme, greenhouse gas
emissions from agriculture in England could be
11 per cent higher than present levels. If
realised, the value of these emission
reductions could be an estimated £1.25 billion
(range £600 million - £1.8 billion) over the
current programme period (2007-2013).
We are failing to take account of the value of
nature in day-to-day decisions
Human activities in a relatively short space of
time have created an unprecedented
disturbance in nature. England is no exception.
Over the 20th century, biodiversity loss has
occurred on a scale unseen in history.
Many ecosystem services are not traded in
markets. Therefore, our economic activity tends
to be skewed towards services that are. Over
time this has led to the conversion of much of
our natural environment in England to produce
greater marketable commodities (such as food,
fibre and fuel) at the expense of less marketable

Clear understanding of the link between
changes in ecosystems and economic
performance (growth in Gross Domestic
Product) is also a critical immediate need. A
narrow focus on short-term economic growth
perpetuates the belief that environmental
investments harm competitiveness. Choosing
between a healthy natural environment and
economic growth is a false choice. The evidence
suggests that addressing the degradation of our
ecosystems is a highly effective pro-growth
strategy in the long-term.
21st century problems require new 21st
century solutions
Restoring economic stability and creating jobs
can and must be achieved in ways that also
enhance ecological stability. This will help to
prepare us for the challenges that lie ahead.
Climate change, population growth and food,
water and energy shortages are formidable
issues on their own, but combined, they could
grow into the perfect storm with each deepening
the severity of the others.
A new ecosystems approach could help us
overcome these challenges with our prosperity
intact. A strategy of integrating new
technological and ecological solutions has much
potential. The evidence suggests, however, that
we currently overlook many cost-effective
ecological solutions to problems such as flood
and coastal defence, local climate regulation and
water quality.
Next steps
While there is no silver bullet to these
challenges, there are a number of mutually
reinforcing steps and interventions that could be
progressed:
Page 2
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 Deepening our understanding of the economic
value of nature and natural capital and using
an ecosystem services approach to better
inform decision-making processes.
 Strengthening public investments in the natural
environment to deliver greater efficiency and
improved outcomes.
 Developing new mechanisms and institutions
that enable more ecosystem services to
become part of the formal economy, thereby
stimulating innovation, enterprise and
investment in their provision.

Natural England’s Viewpoint
Natural England’s viewpoint is that outlined
above. This report is the technical version of the
No charge? Valuing the natural environment
report (NE220) launched on 14th October 2009 URL:
www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/securef
uture/default.aspx
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Notes from the Summit
1.

Sir Henry Aubrey-Fletcher (Chairman) welcomed delegates and briefly ran through
housekeeping issues. Commented on Oculus and congratulated AVDC on its
excellent new conference facility/council chamber.
Sir Henry reminded the audience that the focus for this summit was to focus on the
overall business case for High Speed rail (HS2) rather than the specifics of the route
as it affected Buckinghamshire. The Chairman welcomed the press and encouraged
everyone to speak freely and introduce themselves when asking any questions.
See attached list for details of attendees.

2.

Rt. Hon. John Bercow MP
Welcomed visitors to the Oculus and spoke briefly about HS2 and impact on area.
Has never been persuaded that HS2 is a sound project and linked it back to public
finance crisis feeling it would be irresponsible to commit public funds to such a project
at this time. Initial project estimates are traditionally and historically always over
optimistic and generally run over budget.
If the business case is very strong, then may be able to leverage private funding but
thinks this is doubtful. Disappointed that the original consultation period on the
Exceptional Hardship Scheme (EHS) provided such a short window of opportunity for
comment, but pleased that the new Minister has extended this for a further 4 weeks
and closed on 17th June 2010.
He went on to reassure delegates that although his position is Speaker, he will do
everything he can to robustly support opposition to HS2 and help to provide access to
key Ministers on this issue.
Hon. Steve Baker MP
Endorsed statement by Rt.Hon. John Bercow MP and went on to say we can’t afford
HS2 now, and we most certainly won’t be able to afford it in the future. National debt
currently running at £4.2 trillion (extracted from recent Government report). History is
littered with Government funded failures that have not lived up to the cost benefit
forecasts - R101, Concorde and the Millennium Dome for example. Government
should not be entrepreneurial and should certainly not be taking enormous risks with
the public purse. He is looking forward to the emergency budget as he feels this will
impact heavily on HS2.
Questions:
Cllr Chris Richards – what is the position on collective responsibility with members?
Rt.Hon. John Bercow MP – there is no way to avoid this, they have to support the
Government. However, doesn’t believe that communities are disenfranchised.
Everyone has their part to play and statements about HS2 from the other local MP’s
who unable to make the summit were included with the delegate packs.
Rt. Hon. Steve Baker MP– As back bencher, will give his support to the Cabinet, but
has good access to Cabinet members that can be used to help get the alternative
options considered.
Graham Long, Ladbroke Action Group (AG)
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Is there not a case of all banding together to present a united front?
(ACTION: Rt. Hon. Steve Baker MP to look at after the budget)
Paul Rogerson Bucks County Council – the Blue Sky report has lots of flaws on
cost / value side, what were views on this?
Rt.Hon. John Bercow MP – has seen speculative reports and the only benefit he has
been able to illicit is a reduction in travelling time and this is far outweighed by other
issues such as, no stopping point in Bucks and no noise reduction through Brackley
section.
Bruce Allen, Colne Valley Partnership and BCC Councillor – have worked very
hard over last 45 years to preserve their park by making a very strong case to
promote the natural environment.
Rt.Hon. John Bercow MP – thanked Cllr Allen and agreed that natural environment
needs to be preserved.
John Savin, Wendover – HS2 are recruiting now and seem to be operating on
different timescales, when will it be locked down?
Rt. Hon. Steve Baker MP – parliamentary question to be raised.
Rt. Hon. John Bercow MP– reiterated and added ‘just need to keep buggering on’
(ACTION: To meet with Philip Hammond MP)
3.

Christain Wolmar (key note speaker)
Provided a presentation touching on the history of HS2, particularly its political
background between the respective main parties. See copy of presentation on BCC
website.
Arguments for:
o Not about speed, but primarily about relieving overcrowding and improving
capacity on existing lines
o Time savings achieved
o Growth in demand – not able to extend existing motorways
o Low carbon – sustainability
The original line proposed took a different route via Heathrow, but this always seemed
problematic and he’s not sure he understood the argument. Likewise, the planned
connection with Leeds seems too expensive when there is already an excellent
connection with Kings Cross.
Arguments Against:
o Private / public financing (public sector cannot afford, would be insufficient
returns for private investment)
o Environmental degradation – case for environment is not strong
o CO2 case not sound, speed = more fuel
o Scheme would only be attractive to more wealthy commuters
o Business model, cost / benefit doesn’t look sound.
o Regional growth – not sure whether Hs2 would improve or have a negative
impact on regional growth / economies
o Estimated cost doubtful
So where to now?
o Positioning of economic case
o Consider Sir David Rowland’s conditions:
- separate government entity
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- long term political commitment
- clear funding arrangements
o Requires strong expressions of support
o Cheap in short term?
o Require consultation period
Questions:
Rachel Webb, BALC – How does the abandonment of Heathrow 3rd runway affect
HS2?
Answer: Not much impact really as these will serve different markets.
Marilyn Fletcher, Chiltern Countryside Group – We’ve all heard of 2M, have the
reports produced by Colin Elith on alternatives been considered?
Answer: HS2 looked at 23 options and arrived at current HS2 and connection with
Crossrail. Euston is best terminus for several reasons.
Paul Withrington, Ladbroke AG – Capacity planning: half of us very rarely use
trains. Would we need to balance books by raising fares to suit demand?
Answer: Not sure what right balance would be.
Patricia Birchley, BCC – Capacity for 1,000 people per train so 32,000 people an
hour in peak time. How will this work within existing infrastructure at Euston station
and the tube and bus network. HS1 not running to capacity on fact, not doing well at
all.
Answer: Growth is meant to follow infrastructure, HS2 will be heavily used.
John Saver ,Wendover – Jim Steer’s pressure group [Greengauge 21], how is this
working?
Answer: Lobbying group has been quite influential, great deal of money going into
their own plans.
4.

Sir Henry Aubrey-Fletcher welcomed everyone back after the interval for coffee and
introduced Chris Williams, Chief Executive of Buckinghamshire County Council.

5.

Chris Williams - BCC
Unfortunately it has not proved possible to get anyone from HS2 Ltd to come along to
today’s meeting although Sir Brian Briscoe, Chairman of HS2 Ltd, did send his
apologies and provided a brief update to Chris Williams. He did suggest that the
formal consultation is unlikely to take place before Spring 2011. They are continuing
to look at the routes beyond Birmingham, but no formal remit yet about other routes
into Heathrow. BCC have written to the Secretary of State for Transport and the
Under Secretary of State. CW has also spoken to Chief Executives at Warwickshire
and Northants with a view to joint coordination of work.
HS2 Ltd have been asked to provide more detailed and quality data on the business
case and environmental impact. Consideration is being given to whether further
specialist work needs to be undertaken.
Question: We have a lot of people who are interested, how are we gathering
information and what are we going to do with it?
Answer: Information from groups will be shared and will provide comprehensive
overview as one of the outcomes from the summit and encourage the action groups
acting as umbrella groups.
Mel Foster, Speen Area Action Group – What is BCC’s position regarding business
case?
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Answer: HS2 was discussed by BCC’s Full Council and it opposes the proposals as
the business case has not been proven. Only if the business case be subsequently
proven, the route it could follow would be in along the existing WCML with a stop at
Milton Keynes.
Rachel Webb, BALC – If advocate West Coast could have significant impact on other
areas?
Answer: Tests have not been met. Not satisfied that there has to be a high speed rail
link.
Christopher Williams, Berks Bucks and Oxon Wildlife Trust – Good that
environmental impact being considered, is BCC thinking about cost of environmental
mitigation?
Answer: Not at present time, but understand will have to if construction is likely to go
ahead.
6.

Hilary Wharf and Bruce Weston, HS2 Action Alliance
Gave a presentation on the alternatives to HS2, which need to be explored before any
decisions are made by Government. The key point to remember is that the main
argument for HS2 is to increase rail capacity to deal with increasing demand and to
enable more efficient travel in the UK.
See copy of the Paper as part of the post-summit report.
Questions:
o Will the projected demand for HS2 happen?
o Are the benefits of HS2 an illusion?
o Do we need a new railway to increase capacity?
o Does it need to be so fast - higher speed versus HS2?
o General uncertainty.
Hilary provided several graphs during her presentation showing comparisons between
HS2, HS1 and West Coast Main Line passenger numbers. The graph showed that
passenger numbers on HS1 had been substantially over estimated and leads us to
question what the evidence is for forecasted passenger numbers increasing by
60,000 for HS2
The Alliance had also explored how the capacity issue could be solved in a number of
other ways including:
o Reduce 1st class carriage designation to allow for increased capacity (1st class is
under utilized)
o Lengthen amount of cars on Pendolino trains which could substantially increase
capacity
o Increase capacity on Chiltern Railways by lengthening trains (would cause very
little disruption)
o West Coast could be re-branded High Speed Rail
o Look at usage of Desiro trains and how these could be improved
o ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) installed in more trains to
help speed up signalling issues
Negatives against HS2:o Failure has enormous implications
o Speed in not green and will use at least twice as much power as conventional
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o Noise pollution
o New land required with implications to people and business along the proposed
route of HS2
Questions:
Marilyn Fletcher, Chiltern Countryside Group – thanked Hilary for her excellent
presentation. The population is expected to grow and keep growing will this influence
HS2 plans and the demand for it?
Answer: Population projections are based on official forecast and these cannot justify
the level of increased passenger journeys claimed by the HS2 proposals.
Shirley Judges, Chiltern AONB Conservation Board – In a recent report it
advocates a reduction in travel. Internet usage has increased enormously so do you
agree that this will have a significant impact on travel?
Answer: More research is required, but technology has been seen to lead to a
decrease in the need for travel.
(ACTION: Rt.Hon. Steve Baker thanked Hilary for her presentation and excellent
data and asked if he would be able to have a copy to be able to use this to
engage with colleagues in Westminster)
Sir Henry Aubrey-Fletcher – do you think that Broadband could have a significant
impact?
Martin Tett, BCC – Broadband crucial to economic growth. Will revolutionise
communications. There will always be a need for some meetings but meetings overall
could be cut significantly. Market for travel will change dramatically, business travel to
reduce and leisure travel likely to increase.
Chris Richards, Chiltern AONB Conservation Board – Asked about capacity
issues, particularly at Euston and how will the station cope with the level of proposed
passenger numbers from HS2?
A. N. Other - If we don’t have high speed train will we lose any grant funding and will
GB fall behind rest of Europe?
Answer: Article of faith, do we need to compete, is there a political case?
Answer: Worst reason for spending loads of money is to compete with Europe.

7.

John Taylor, Chiltern Society
Advised those present that the Society have 5 teams working on various aspects of
HS2. Issues they are covering include:o Demand projected is over optimistic
o Direct Heathrow link not viable
o High Speed rail OK but not HS2
o 200 mph not acceptable – noise pollution
o Noise impact on geology – sound waves
o Water supplies affected
o Alternative route – based on North and East London area suggested
o Working with 2M group
o Capacity is fine with Chiltern Rail and West Coast Rail
o Heathrow contentious
o Property values blighted
o Freight seems to have been left out of the equation
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8.

John Savin, Wendover HS2 Group
Presented a brief overview of the work they group are looking at in connection to the
links to Heathrow and HS2. If it doesn’t go through Heathrow then why does it need
to go through Bucks?
Presented the case that the discussion should be focused on access and not on air
connections. All the figures seem to work better if the proposed connection runs
directly north from Euston rather than heading west via Heathrow and then
Birmingham. The route directly north would provide for a more flexible layout with
easier links to Manchester and Yorkshire and the North East, which is likely to provide
for a better business case and value for money ratio.

9.

Shirley Judges and Chris Richards, Chiltern AONB Conservation Board
Lobbying ministers and raising awareness amongst different groups. Presentation
highlighting the possible impacts of the HS2 rail infrastructure being built:o Damage to landscape
Loss of amenity
o Loss of tranquillity
Loss and farmland and woodlands
o Loss of business
Restrictions on land use
o Reduction of farm viability
Aquifer – south east is water stressed
o Fences and wildlife
Property blight
o Disruption to travel patterns
Hassle and anxiety – all pain and no gain
o Questionable value for money
o Estimate that every minute of travel time saved will cost £540,000,000

10.

Malcolm Griffiths, Bluespace Thinking
Recommended looking at their website which contains very important information
about HS2 - www.bluespacethinking.com
Received support for original paper prepared and requests have been received to
provide further reports. Believes there are fundamental problems in business case for
HS2 that need to be considered. Also made mention of past projects and the less
than good performance of these projects including projects like the Millennium dome
and Concord.
Questions:
Marilyn Fletcher, Chiltern Countryside Group – could we use Shirley Judges
presentation as a lobbying tool?
Answer: The groups are looking at information that can be used in this way Office of
National Audit and possibly NATO protocols on how you cost damage to
environmental landscapes could potentially undermine business case if it were
possible.
Barry Dellar, Independent Consultant – 2 comments, Berkshire putting forward
plans to increase heavy rail service which need to be considered and Heathrow
connection. Euston cannot cope so Heathrow connection cannot be dismissed.
John Savin, Wendover – London access is not going to be sustainable on current
forecasts.
Graham Long, Ladbroke AG – Move to consultation must make sure that we are
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consistent with our message.
Hilary Bruce – Need to be kept informed on work each of us is undertaking.
Chris Williams, BCC – Role for BCC to help and support action groups, particularly
sharing and joining up work.
Sue Yeomans, Chiltern Countryside Group – Are these efforts going to be solely
on the preferred HS2 route (route 3) or the other routes as well? Ye
Answer: Applies to all routes.
11.

Val Letheren
Thanked the Chairman for his excellent work in keeping the meeting to time and
ensuring we were focused on the key points being discussed at today’s summit.
Thanked all the delegates for their energy and attendance of the summit and to all the
staff involved in helping to organise the event.
Advised those at the summit that a coach trip to see the HS1 experience in Kent is
being organised for the 30th July and anyone interested in attending to advise Louise
Whitney at BCC.
Key points arising from the Summit were:
• Need to keep the profile high and momentum going
• Follow up on the access and profile raising opportunities offered by the MP’s,
including a meeting with the Transport Secretary, Philip Hammond MP
• Continue to work effectively together, share information and intelligence about
work being commissioned
• Continue to encourage co-ordination between the various lobby group – helpful
if there is an umbrella organisation that helps to make the links and
• Delegates asked to complete their feedback forms to help inform next steps
• Likely that the next Summit will focus on the environmental issues
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Information gathering exercise
Please see below for the original pro forma sent out to those invited to the Summit
Please could you answer the following questions to help us identify the gaps in analysis knowledge that we have on the business case
¾ Name of organisation……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
¾ Role of organisation ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
¾ What has been the focus of your work so far on the HS2 proposals? ………………………………………………………………
The High Speed 2 Business Case
The HS2 Business Case can be separated into 6 overarching themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Value for Money
Demand (passenger)
Construction costs
Environment (Chilterns/landscape)/quality of life/health
Comparisons with foreign examples
Impacts on Carbon Emissions
¾

Please could you tell us which of theses themes you have been focusing on, the results of your analysis and what further work
you intend to do, we have provided some examples of how to fill in the table (in the grey boxes):

Theme

Reference to support
data

Contradictions

Source

Further work

Value for Money

Figure 4.3a of HS2 Ltd report
(pg 185) – Quantified costs
and benefits of HS2

Lack of any information on
how they got to the £32.3bn
benefit – e.g. dependent on
reducing travel time but not
clear on how they have costed
this benefit up.

HS2 Ltd report
Report by Mr George Monbiot,
Monday 17th May 2010,
Guardian

Commission a study to
examine the cost/benefit
assumptions in the HS2
report.
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Demand (passenger)

Figure 4.1d HS2 Ltd report:
Passengers using HS2
Switch from Classic rail -57%
New trips -27%
Modal Shift from air – 8%
Modal Shift from car 8%

Table 4.2c maintains that
savings from flights not taken
outweigh entire carbon costs
of the railways – not aligned
with amount of modal shift
from air in Figure 4.1d

HS2 Ltd Report

Further scrutiny of passenger
numbers (demand)

Construction costs

Figure 4.1i of HS2 Ltd report–
Capital cost estimates for HS2
preferred scheme, excluding
rolling stock (2009 prices)

No environmental mitigation
measures included. No
comparison with HS1 costs

HS2 Ltd Report
HS1 costings

Find out from sources the
finalised cost of HS1 and how
they compare to the original
estimates. Examine how the
costs compare to the HS2
estimates.

Environment
(Chilterns/landscape)/quality
of life/health

Comparisons with foreign
examples

Impacts on Carbon Emissions
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Please could you send the completed pro forma to Louise Whitney either by email at: lwhitney@buckscc.gov.uk or by the post to: Louise
Whitney, Policy Team, 10th Floor, Buckinghamshire County Council, Walton Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 1UY
If there are any areas of clarification needed please contact Louise on the above email address.

Please see below for the responses to the request for information
Name of organisation: Chiltern Countryside Group
Role of organisation : The Chiltern Countryside Group's view on HS2 proposals
The Chiltern Countryside Group upholds its mission statement to 'Preserve the peace of the Chilterns' and this is our paramount
objective. Whilst we are open to the principle of High Speed Rail, the CCG believe the case for HS2 rail has yet to be proven. Therefore,
we strongly oppose all of the three HS2 routes outlined by HS2 Ltd., any of which would have a seriously detrimental impact upon the
Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
What has been the focus of your work so far on the HS2 proposals?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Impact of routes on groundwater – work still ongoing
Producing a report on HS2’s proposals in the light of present research - currently in draft form
Possible Impact of route 3 on wildlife
Responding to the Coalition Government’s Policy on High Speed Rail
a) from the Chiltern Countryside Group
b) contributing to the Chiltern Conservation Board’s response
5. In addition:
•
•
•
•
•

Role in organising Great Missenden HS2 Meeting at the Misbourne School 29 March – acted as a catalyst for
formation of local action groups
Establishment of a designated HS2 Working Party within CCG
Working with CCG supporters throughout the Chilterns
Information gathering and on-going research on all aspects of HS2
Increasing public awareness of all 3 HS2 published routes
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•
•
•
•

Media coverage & publicity – local press articles
Lobbying local Authorities & Councillors to consider implications of all 3 HS2 routes & to respond to EHS
Consultation
Liaising with local MPs, Councillors and environmental/focus groups
Submission to the HS2 EHS Consultation (see CCG website)

Theme

Reference to support
data

Contradictions

Source

Further work

Value for Money, Demand,
Construction Cost,
Environment (noise), Foreign
Examples
Environment

Wide range of references

HS2’s Report does not give a
balanced summary

Continuing research on wide
range of sources

Still collating information from
sources and work in progress.
Report in draft stage.

Environment Agency amongst
other references

Research on water still
ongoing

HS2 Ltd

Still collating information from
sources and work in progress

Environment

Local and national
environmental organisations

Wildlife impacted by Route 3

Local and national
environmental organisations

Demand

Government & NGO Data

Fall off in demand and
increase in costs

Still collating information from
sources and work in progress.
Report in draft stage.
Work in progress

Comparisons with foreign
examples

Ongoing research

UK has different requirements
to other countries

Ongoing research

Work in progress

Impacts on Carbon Emissions

Ongoing research

Intended very high speed
increases carbon emissions.
A ? over ability to achieve high
load factor and mitigate
against high environmental
impact locally

HS2 and other sources

Work in progress

Name of organisation: Berks, Bucks and Oxon Wildlife Trust
Role of organisation: Charity working for the conservation and promotion of wildlife
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What has been the focus of your work so far on the HS2 proposals? Evaluation of construction and operational impacts on habitats and
species and the associated environmental and financial costs
Please find the current position statement of the Berks, Bucks and Oxon Wildlife Trust (BBOWT) at the following website;
http://www.bbowt.org.uk/content.asp?did=23908
In summary, BBOWT are proactively pursuing the following lines of work;
- Actively gathering and collating data relating to wildlife which will be impacted by HS2. Liaising and sharing information with other local
conservation and landscape bodies.
- Actively engaging with Buckinghamshire MPs to share our views
- Working in partnership with all local Wildlife Trusts affected by HS2.
Theme
Construction
costs

Reference to support data
HS2 Ltd report to Govt ‘High Speed Rail to the
West Midlands and Beyond’ 2009
High Speed Rail London to West Midlands and
Beyond HS2 Technical Appendix
Appraisal of Sustainability: Non-technical
Summary 2009

Contradictions
Failure to include financial
costs of wildlife habitat
compensation;
Construction of rail will result in
direct and substantial loss of
habitats and negative impacts
on associated species
populations. Mitigation for
these wildlife impacts will
require significant purchase
and management of
compensatory land.
The report does not address or
provide cost estimates for
wildlife impact mitigation. In
fact the report does not appear
to acknowledge that
environmental mitigation
requires additional funds,
describing environmental costs
as ‘non-monetised’. The
report incorrectly recommends
that HS2 has high value for
money while clearly omitting

Source
Experience from HS1 indicated
that greater than 1:1 habitat
provided in compensation is
required as 1:1 mitigation
provided, resulted in net loss of
biodiversity.
For example costly 2003
agreement for provision of
alternative habitat to mitigate
for lost mudflat habitat in
Humber Estuary SAC & SPA.
Estimate of financial provision
required for securing and
managing suitable
compensatory habitat –
minimum of tens of £millions.

Further work
Substantial further work is
required by HS2 detailing
where compensatory land is
to biodiversity potential and
how will the management of
this land be financed be
purchased, how this is to be
managed for maximum in
perpetuity.
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biodiversity mitigation costs
(Report paragraph 4.3.7 and
4.3.8).
Environment
(Chilterns/landsca
pe)/quality of
life/health

Generic;
For all comments addressing
the ‘Environment’ Theme the
following is true:
Failure to adequately address
biodiversity impacts in advance
will increase the cost of
financial provision required for
securing and managing
compensatory habitat.
HS2 Ltd report to Govt ‘High Speed Rail to the
West Midlands and Beyond’ 2009
High Speed Rail London to West Midlands and
Beyond HS2 Technical Appendix
Appraisal of Sustainability: Non-technical
Summary 2009

Inadequate information for
decision making;
The first key principle of the
Government’s Planning Policy
Statement 9 requires that all
development planning
decisions should be based on
up to date information about
the environmental
characteristics of their areas,
including biodiversity
resources.
In providing just the nontechnical summary of the
Environmental Statement we
are unable to judge the quality
of the information sources
used. The quality of the
resulting non-technical
summary would indicate that
much essential information on
likely impacts has been
omitted.

Contravention of the key
principles of;
- Planning Policy Statement 9
Potential contravention of all
biodiversity conservation
legislation implemented within
the UK.
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Environment
HS2 Ltd report to Govt ‘High Speed Rail to the
(Chilterns/landscape West Midlands and Beyond’ 2009
uality of life/health
High Speed Rail London to West Midlands and
Beyond HS2 Technical Appendix

Failure to provide adequate
biodiversity protection and
enhancement is in
contravention of;
- Planning Policy Statement 9

Environment
HS2 Ltd report to Govt ‘High Speed Rail to the
(Chilterns/landscape West Midlands and Beyond’ 2009
uality of life/health
High Speed Rail London to West Midlands and
Beyond HS2 Technical Appendix

Failure to protect SSSIs is in
contravention of the following
legislation and National policy;
- Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981
- Countryside and Rights of
Way Act 2000
- Planning Policy Statement 9

Failure to secure biodiversity
protection and
enhancement;
As detailed within ‘construction
costs’ above, failure to identify
compensatory habitat and
Appraisal of Sustainability: Non-technical Summar provide costed management
plans for biodiversity mitigation
2009
results in a failure to secure
enhancements for biodiversity
as a result of this proposed
development.
Inadequate assessment of
impacts on statutory
designated sites;
Report paragraph 4.2.43 states
that route development ‘has
managed to avoid most
Appraisal of Sustainability: Non-technical Summar potential impacts on
designated habitats and sites’,
2009
while ‘impacts on nationally
protected sites would be
restricted to a few locations’.
This is incorrect.
Within Buckinghamshire alone,
there are 2 additional legally
protected national sites (Sites
of Special Scientific Interest,
SSSIs) which will be directly
impacted but which are not
referenced within the Report.
Many other SSSIs are
expected to be subject to
indirect impacts such as
disturbance and population
fragmentation.
HS2 Ltd have not provided
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access to evaluation
documentation detailing
impacts on European
designated sites. Evaluation
will need to consider impacts
on habitats and species both
within the designated site
boundaries and off site on
foraging / migratory routes –
for example the migratory
routes of the designated bird
species of South West London
Water Bodies SPA.

Please could you answer the following questions to help us identify the gaps in analysis knowledge that we have on the business case
Name of organisation: Chilterns Conservation Board
Role of organisation: Conservation and enhancement of the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
What has been the focus of your work so far on the HS2 proposals? Raising public awareness of the proposals and their implications for
the AONB and of the Conservation board’s response. Assessing the case for HS2.

Theme
Value for Money

Demand (passenger)

Construction costs

Reference to support
data

Contradictions

Source

Further work

Failure to take account of
disbenefits – eg disruption of
services during construction
Failure to cost environmental
impact
Extrapolation of increasing
business passenger numbers
since 1990s ignores impact of
the internet

No compensation costs

HS2 Ltd Report

HS2 Ltd Report

National environmental audit
report – study implications
Study of changing and
increasing use of the internet
by business as a means of
communication – videoconferencing, on-line
interviewing etc.
Study required to establish
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HS1 costings

Environment
(Chilterns/landscape)/quality of
life/health

Environment referred to only
in passing in HS2 report

No attempt to cost
environmental impact, hence
negative impact effectively
discounted.

costs of compensating those
eligible as a result of HS2
once the final EHS scope and
criteria are known.
Detailed study of the routes
through the Chilterns AONB
in terms of impact on natural
environment – Conservation
Board and volunteers;
woodland – Chilterns
Woodland Project; and
historic environment – to be
determined.

Name of organisation: CPRE Bucks (part of the national CPRE organisation).
Role of organisation Protecting the countryside
What has been the focus of your work so far on the HS2 proposals? Gathering information and talking to other local groups such as the
Chiltern Society, Chiltern Conservation Board and talking to the National Office.
• One of the key issues is to find out whether the HS2 proposal is still being supported by the new government.
Theme

Reference to support
data

Environment
(Chilterns/landscape)/quality of
life/health

General interest in
understanding the
implications of the HS2
proposal and its impact on
the local countryside.
Concerned with the proposed
route,the Very High Speed of
the trains and the
associated infrastructure that
comes with High Speed Rail.
Eg pylons,access to farmland
and general destruction of the
AONB.
But the biggest issue I think is

Contradictions

Source

Further work
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to justify the business case to
show why the HS2 proposal
is in the national interest
using a detailed Cost v
Benefit Analysis.

Name of organisation: Wendover HS2
Role of organisation: Local action group, co-ordinating with other groups along the line
What has been the focus of your work so far on the HS2 proposals? Some political upwards but mostly gaining community interest,
getting local (village) groups together. We are also getting an idea on the business case and have a specific website on this
www.wendover-hs2.org.uk. Some work on noise, some ideas on local environment developing.

Theme

Reference to support data

Contradictions

Source

Further work

Value for Money

We looked at Table 10.7.1 on page
109 of the HS2 Demand Model
Analysis’ We have started to
analyse the 5 MB of spreadsheet
data obtained under FOI from HS2.
This data is available on
http://www.wendoverhs2.org.uk/FoI%20disclosure_1.htm

Please note that this
analysis is still ongoing.
It is not clear where similar
figures example the 3.6
billion of why the economic
impacts come from.
We have a separate FOI
request ongoing in relation
to fares and how these have
been calculated.

The network rail analysis
found much lower benefit
cost ratios even on direct
routes which should score
very highly using the HS2
type models.
The statistical validity and
standard deviations of the
elasticity constants used in
the HS2 model have not
been elaborated and there
was considerable
discussion about the way
of modelling and inter
modal shift for HS2 which
discussion seems to
ended up with using an
assumption of higher
reliability at the key
passenger benefit plus a

Commission Leeds group to
add HS2 into their January
2010 demand paper.

we are now focusing specifically on
the case for the West London and
Heathrow connections as going to
West London then to Birmingham
demands a trans Chiltern route a
less a much longer corridor via
Reading and Oxford is used, this
would affect the difference of the
people that would potentially
include rail links to other demand
sources.

It is not clear how the
overall benefits of £28.7
billion have been derived
and if there is valid
academic peer-reviewed
basis for such figures. It is
not clear why passengers
would not pay for these
benefits in cash if they were

Look at a separate Heathrow
/ west London demand
model and economic case.
The rationale here is as
follows firstly if the overall
demand case is
overoptimistic at the case that
HS2 becomes less
compelling. The problem with
this is the Department of
Transport was a bit rubbish
other figures and dictate what
government will use and
since these are highly
technical arguments most
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real so there has to be an
element of questioning
whether these are real or
imaginary. Benefits to road
and air users seem
marginal.
The overall demand case is
different to that presented
by other comparable
studies.
Both high speed two and
network rail reports
emphasise that there is no
strong business case for
a Heathrow connection

value of time integral to
assess the effect of any
fair premiums on demand.
E&Y issues raised are
whether or not a separate
track operating company is
used in which case the
train operating company
would need to pay the cost
of the line. The track
operating company would
then pay the government a
fee which will go some
way towards recouping the
capital costs albeit not very
much. PFI???

people including most MPs
will have no interest.
Alternative routes have not
been considered within HS2
report which simply look at
the West London Heathrow to
Birmingham options and
thereby limited the analysis.
Why was this particular
corridor selected, we suggest
the greengauge report
http://www.greengauge21.net/

Theme

Reference to support data

Contradictions

Source

Further work

Demand (passenger)

There are three elements to
demand forecasts.

The demand case is
different to that presented by
the Leeds University study
of January 2010 and by the
network rail analysis of
2008

We have looked at the
baseline and model
demand Atkins reports and
the SKM Heathrow demand
model report. We have
found these to be mostly
unintelligible but the SKM
report is the most
accessible.

The specific case against
Heathrow and the West
and the connection is more
compelling as it is clear
from HS2 figures that NOT
going to Heathrow or west
London offers a better
business case on the
current figures. We also
have figures from network
rail to work with on a direct
route .

EDGE forecasts exogenous
demand.
PLANET South is supposedly a
highly accurate representation of
the London rail network
PLANET Midlands is focused on
peak commuter demand into
Birmingham but is different planet
south because of the higher use of
car transport and presumably the
more diffuse economic area
involved.
PLANET long distance based upon
another model called PLANET

EDGE uses a 2.75% GDP
inflator from 2012 to 2031.
This may be ridiculous but it
does follow green book
rules.
There may be some scope
for questioning the
exogenous demand
elasticites used which may
go beyond those forecast in
the WebTag guide. In any
event questioning the
academic validity and

We have a further FoI
request for the Heathrow
demand spreadsheet
model which should be
accessible unlike the
interlinked EDGE and
PLANET models

There are some concerns
that Euston station and the
London Underground will
be unable to deal with the
demand of effectively the
West, East, and Midland
mainline demand that all
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strategic which meant to look at the
overall rail network and longdistance travel.
It is very difficult to access
underlying demand information
from the given sources.

standard deviation of these
parameters is possible as
the only real defence DFT
have is to say that those are
the ones to use
the National audit office has
recently criticised the
London forecasting demand
for commuter services which
does not place much
reliance therefore on the
accuracy of PLANET south
Also, PLANET south would
have been used to predict
Javelin demand.

channels down HS2. This
is one reason cited for the
West London connection
which allows people to
travel into London via
crossrail. However this
raises basic question of the
overall journey times
including crossrail and I
have seen no demand
planning which assume is
this therefore and assume
that this is a weak part of
the argument at this time.

Theme

Reference to support
data

Contradictions

Source

Further work

Construction costs

No significant work done.
However we have the BCR
supporting spreadsheets as
discussed earlier.

Limited environmental,
£215m as part of a general
pot with an estimated
overrun of c £40m is the
risk assessment
calculations. No basis
available for these
calculations’ which may be
just pro rata and what was
done in Kent or even in
France.

The Ernst & Young accountants
report has various aspects but uses
HS2 supplied forecasts of costs and
fares. It gives costs by year but
these are not itemised yearly. They
do not seem to correspond with
HS2 used figures in the BCR.

We have not been able
to handle any specific
engineering cost aspects
I would assume that
these are reasonably
robust within the context
of the overall project. In
any event, the top of the
BCR calculation is so
loaded that even
increasing the already
padded build costs by a
few billion will make no
difference.
Equally, discount rates
are so low that project
delays equally have low
impact.

Little or no information about
the legal structure and
operating basis of the Line

The issue of financing of
the line is not dealt with in
this report and there is an
apparent assumption it will
be taxpayer funded at zero
interest cost
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The case for a two track
line may be worth
looking at. There is a
suspicion that the two
track is inadequate given
the stage 2 demand
predicted and that a four
track line would be
required. In that case,
the route will need scope
for extension.

Theme

Reference to support
data

Contradictions

Source

Further work

Environment
(Chilterns/landscape)/quality of
life/health

Virtually no such data apart
from the passing comment
about appropriate mitigation

disinformation about route
impact in vicinity of
Wendover and AONB
route, false or misleading
references to dual
carriageways etc.

Wendover HS2 intends to work with
the AVDC officer for biodiversity to
carry out a local survey We feel that
this is too premature at this time.

Wendover is very
concerned about the
noise aspects and the
line would run on a 5 to
10 m high embankment
alongside the west of
the village. Noise will
also be a key factor on
viaducts across
Aylesbury Vale and
within the AONB
around Wendover
Dean. We also
proposes to do
biodiversity,
archaeological, and
chalk aquifer geology
studies and
Overall impact on
Chiltern chalk aquifer
supplies could be a
very important
consideration. However
not going into the chalk
means a surface route

As there was no report on
the environment any costs
or mitigation are inevitably
guesswork.
We been in touch with a
rail noise group at the
University of Southampton
and learned that noise is
measured on an average
basis over the course of a
24 hour period and that
therefore a short burst of
high-intensity train noise,
mostly aerodynamic, may
not make much impact on
the overall noise
environment of the village.

There is apparently some noise
information in a US study on highspeed rail.
http://www.fra.dot.gov/Pages/167.shtml
We probably have access to old
background noise studies in the village
in relation to aircraft noise. However a
new survey is probably indicated.
We have started to seek advice on
geological matters including from
Imperial College.
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with more top-level
impact on noise and
biodiversity

Note the village
disagrees strongly with
any “tolerable noise”
position!

Theme

Reference to support
data

Comparisons with foreign
examples

Comparisons made in HS2
documents look fairly
superficial and based upon
the heavily PR spun
greengauge 21 report.

Impacts on Carbon Emissions

Not looked at systematically.
This is probably a weak area
for HS2 but does anybody
care?
There really is no support
data.
The biggest impact seems to
be from reducing domestic air
travel from Scotland, but this

Contradictions
The 2007 the White Paper
makes a strong case that
InterCity travel times in
the UK are already
comparable to those
experienced in the
continent given that most
of the UK population is
within a relatively short
distance of London. The
exception is Scotland
however all reports to
date make the case that
HS2 as designed will have
a minimal impact on air
travel from Scotland
particularly as rail travel is
meant to be increasing in
price relative to retail
Price index whereas air
travel is forecast to
decline.
We have noted comments
that the carbon benefits
come from using French
nuclear power or a more
expensive renewable
energy sources which
currently do not exist in
the UK.
Construction costs are not

Source
Wendover HS2 has carried out a
review of the 2007 White Paper which
is available here: http://www.wendoverhs2.org.uk/HS2WhitePaper2007.pdf
This paper is not pro-high-speed rail
and therefore seeks the diminished the
case for speed.
Unfortunately the Imperial College
study on economic benefits given in
the HS1 technical analysis is a
nightmare of impenetrable jargon
including economic gravity wells.

There are some data in the traction
study showing that 12 MW of energy is
required to drive the train up to the
Chiltern Hills. The amount of tunnelling
on the line also affects the carbon
footprint as it takes 23% more energy
to go through a narrow (cheaper)
tunnel at speed

Further work
The Imperial College
analysis of overall
economic impact found
3.6 million of benefits
which is something that
most MPs seem to
have overlooked not
least as this report only
gets about 1 line in HS2
documents the
government preferring
to invent its own 3.6
billion figure for wider
economic benefits. It
would repay further
study

There is presumably
some actual data on
the HS1 route that we
have not seen or tried
to access yet.
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is questionable.
There are implied benefits
from the second stage but as
this was only sketched out in
the documents very few
conclusions can be drawn.

detailed in carbon
emission terms.
Improved energy
efficiency of alternative
transport modes has not
been evaluated.
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Analysis of feedback forms from Stakeholder Summit:
We received 39 feedback forms from the event. In general the feedback has been very positive.
Venue – the feedback on the venue was extremely positive for the venue, the average score being 1.4,
which is extremely close to ‘excellent’.

Rating of the Venue

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

Catering – the feedback was not so positive on the catering – it is not clear whether this was because
people may have expected lunch. The average score for catering was 2.34 which is classified as ‘good’.
Rating of the Catering

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

MPs presentations – the feedback was very good with an average score of 1.64. Therefore the MPs’
presentations scored between ‘excellent’ and ‘good’.
Rating of the MPs' Presentations

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

Christian Wolmar’s presentation – there were mixed reviews of Mr Wolmar, with many thinking that his
presentation was ‘excellent’, whilst a few thought that he was only ‘average’. As a result his average overall
score was 2 which is classified as ‘good’.

Rating of Christian Wolmar's Presentation

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

Q&A session – the session scored fairly well, with an average of 2.14, so very close to ‘good’. From the
written comments it would appear that some delegates felt that questions weren’t answered and there could
have been more time allocated for questions.
Rating of the Q&A Session

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

Report form HS2 Action Alliance – the feedback for HS2AA was very good. They received an average
score of 1.5, which is exactly mid way between ‘excellent’ and ‘good’.
Rating of the HS2 Action Alliance Presentation

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

Report from other groups – it appears that generally delegates felt that the reports were a mixed in quality.
Some delegates outlined in their feedback that they felt some reports were good and some were not so
good. As such it received an average of 2.31 which is still close to ‘good’.
Rating of Other Groups Presentations

Very Good
Good
Average
Poor

Table 1: The average result to the question ‘how would you rate the following?
Report
Report
from
Venue
MPs
C Wolmar's
Q&A
from
other
Location/Access Catering Presentation Presentation session HS2AA groups

1.36
2.34
1.64
(1- Excellent, 2- Good, 3 - Average, 4 - Poor)

2. 00

2.14

1.50

2.31

Another summit - There was strong support for another Summit with an environmental impact theme; with
most people feeling that it would be ‘Very beneficial’ to have another summit.
Overall satisfaction – this was very high with the average score of 1.75 being given therefore showing that
most delegates were either satisfied of very satisfied with the event, The overall net satisfaction for the event
was 100%.

